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ABSTRACT
The purpose ofthis study was to investigate family-centered advocacy in early
intervention, specifically the development of a parent handbook for families of young
children who are eligible to receive early intervention services in Wyoming. Early
intervention programs provide services for children with disabilities ages birth to three
and their families under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act
(2004), Part C. The resource handbook was designed for parents and community partners
so that they may better understand and utilize early intervention in the community where
they reside. The parent handbook was designed to be as a written reference of services
for parents that allows them access to information regarding their child's programming
and intervention. Involving family members in assessment, evaluation, goal and strategy
development, and direct intervention will help to ensure their satisfaction with their
child's programming and the best possible intervention for the child. Parents can be
involved to a greater extent when they are familiar with definitions, processes, and
expectations regarding early intervention.
It was determined through multiple facets that a need existed for a handbook for

parents entering the early intervention system. This need was established following
discussion with early intervention personnel, administrators and parents at STRIDE
Learning Center in Cheyenne, Wyoming. In addition, a review of early intervention
literature and research reinforced the need identified by the involved professionals. This
author's background is in pediatric occupational therapy, specifically the birth to three
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population, as well as family service coordination and thus the literature review focused
on family-centered provision of services. The parent handbook was designed to be an
advocacy tool for families so that they may have a reference to understand the process
and product ofthe services they receive.
Through the review of research it was found that provision of a family-centered
plan of care is of utmost importance in early intervention practice today. Federal
legislation as well as best practice literature from a variety of disciplines supports the call
to support family-centered practice. Occupational therapists can playa critical role in
facilitation of these types of services by promoting function through adaptation,
compensation and remediation techniques while providing family support throughout the
entire process.
The Early Intervention Parent Handbook is designed for use at STRIDE Learning
Center in Cheyenne, Wyoming. The handbook, which was written in parent friendly
language, answers frequently asked questions parents have when their child and family
enter early intervention. Additionally, the handbook provides a glossary of special
education terms, a list of community resources used by families and a copy of Wyoming
Part C Infant/Toddler and Family Rights
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Successful family-centered early intervention services require that the parent be
informed, knowledgeable and involved in the services their child and family are entering
into and receiving (Bailey, Hebbeler, Scarborough, Spiker, & Mallik, 2004; Hanft &
Pilkington, 2000; King, King, Rosenbaum, & Goffin, 1999). Parents, being a child's first
and best teacher, are the greatest advocates for a child with a disability when given the
tools to do, so. It is the responsibility of the therapist and the family service coordinator
working with afamily as they enter the early intervention process to ensure the family
understands how early intervention can work for their family, how they can be advocates
for their child, what the responsibility of the early interventionist is, and what their own
responsibilities are with a child with special needs.
The Individuals With Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEIA) (2004),
Part C is the key federal law supporting early intervention for children with identified
disabilities or who are at risk for disabilities age birth to age three. The State of
Wyoming serves these young children through the Department of Health, Division of
Developmental Disabilities, in thirteen developmental centers around the state.
Following referral and initial evaluation, a child may be determined eligible to receive
services through a developmental center. Early intervention services may include, but are
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not limited to: occupational therapy, physical therapy, speech-language therapy, vision
and hearing services, assistive technology, mental health and special education . .
The development of the Individualized Family Service Plan (IFSP) is a
requirement of IDEIA when a child is determined eligible to receive early intervention
services and it is essential in building a family-centered plan of care. The IFSP serves as
the written document to guide the family and therapists throughout intervention.
However, the events that transpire in developing the IFSP are more important than the
written document that results from the process (Case-Smith, 1998). Collaboration and
team building that evolve by inclusion of parents will help establish a therapeutic
relationship and support a family-centered plan of care. Throughout the introduction of
the early intervention process, collaboration among families and professionals represents
the true spirit of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act.
Currently, the State of Wyoming does not provide a written resource for parents
that is specific to the age birth to age three population receiving early intervention.
Research indicates (Stewart et al., 2006) that families find the provision and use of
information about their children difficult to organize and understand as the amount of
information they are receiving is so large and unfamiliar. Parents who are not
knowledgeable of the early intervention process are not able to effectively advocate on
the behalf of their child. When parents are knowledgeable about information surrounding
their child and feel involved in the process in which they are participating, the perception
of their ability and co~fidence of working with the{r child improves greatly (Hinojosa &
Anderson, 1989; Hinojosa, Sporat, Mankhetwit, & Anderson, 2002; King etal., 1999;
Simeonsson et al., 1995; Stewart et al., 2006).
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Not only is information necessary for parents, but strategies to manage and
communicate information are also important so that they can participate to the fullest in
their child's programming.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate family-centered advocacy in early
intervention, specifically the development of a parent handbook for families of young
<;;hildren who are eligible to receive early intervention services in Wyoming. Early
intervention programs provide services for children with disabilities ages birth to three
and their families under the Individuals With Disabilities Education Improvement Act
(2004), Part C. The resource handbook is designed for parents and community partners
so that they may better understand and utilize early intervention in the community where
they reside. The parent handbook for early intervention was designed to be a written
reference of services for parents that allows them access to information regarding their
child's programming and intervention. Involving family members in assessment,
evaluation, goal and strategy development and direct intervention will help to ensure their
satisfaction with their child's programming and the best possible intervention for the
child. Parents can be involved to a greater extent when they are familiar with definitions,
processes, and expectations regarding early intervention.
Utilizing the Model of Human Occupation
The Model of Human Occupation (MOHO) developed by Gary Kielhofner
(Forsyth & Kielhofner, 2003) provides a holistic approach to service delivery in the birth
to three populations and is an appropriate model to use in the pediatric setting. MOHO
considers the child and the family together within the context of their life environments.
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Both human (family, therapist, siblings) and non-human (toys, play areas) environmental
factors are considered in MOHO as they influence the child's competence during play.
MOHO also allows for play to be both an evaluative tool and an intervention strategy for
addressing volition, habituation and performance capacity of the child and family, as well
as strengths and weaknesses of the environment (Schaaf & Mulrooney, 1989). Using
MOHO, treatment can be focused not only on the intervention with the child, but also
directly on environmental adaptation that will enhance the competence of the family and
of the child. MOHO lends itself to being family centered, which is the cornerstone of
provision of services for children in IDEIA (2004), Part C. Under federal law, the
evaluation, assessment and planning for a child take place with family participation and
approva,l and services are provided in natural settings such as the parent's home and/or
child care centers (AAP, 1999).
According to Forsyth and Kielhofner (2003), MOHO seeks to explain how
occupation is motivated, patterned, and performed. MOHO asserts that humans are made up
of three inter-related parts: volition, habituation, and performance capacity or skills. Volition
refers to the motivation for occupation, habituation refers to the process by which occupation
is organized into patterns or routines, and performance capacity refers to the physical and
mental skills required for occupation. MOHO also emphasizes that to understand human
occupation we must also understand the physical and social environments that the tasks take
place in. According to Andersen, Kielhofner and Lai (2005), we can expect that a child's
motivation for occupations such as play and self care will be a function of his or her
volitional characteristics of personal causation, values and interests, and environmental
circumstances in which he or she is doing something, see Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: Using MOHO with Children with Disabilities

Figure 1 is a schematic that is adapted from Schaaf & Mulrooney (1989) and
included here to support the structure of working with children with disabilities based on
the Model of Human Occupation. While supported by parents, the child's play
environment is also supported by their habits, their volition and their skill.
MOHO supports including all family members, especially parents when
determining a child's habits, skills and volition as they relate to a child's primary
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occupation, play. MOHO also supports using a family centered approach, not just a child
centered one. The parent(s) should be the primary source of information for the initial
evaluation, assessment and planning when discovering a young child's habits and volition
as they relate to the family context (Forsyth & Kielhofner, 2003).
According to Kellegrew (1999), a child often seeks out tasks and occupations that
contribute to the mastery of skills necessary for his or her development. MOHO can
support the therapist and parent in this way by helping them to arrange tasks, toys and
settings based on the child's habits, volition, and skill to assist the child to gain new skills
and optimize feelings of control and enjoyment (Anderson, Kielhofner & Lai, 2005).
Children with good volition may be motivated in most circumstances, but children with
severe volitional problems may be largely unmotivated across environmental settings. A
child's increased volition, or motivation to accomplish things that are interesting and
important, can playa major role in the child's ability to be productive and successful ·
despite disability (Anderson et aI., 2005).
Finally, IDEIA (2004) requires that for purposes of initial evaluation, a child
should be observed and assessed in a variety of natural settings prior to eligibility
determination. According to Forsyth and Kielhovner (2003), The Model of Human
Occupation supports examining a child in a variety of environments. Each environment
potentially offers different opportunities, resources, demands and constraints. A child's
volition develops and changes as they interact with their physical and social
environments (Anderson et aI., 2005). Therapists can obtain a better understanding of the
child's functioning when using information form a variety of environments. A parent can
be taught to observe their child in different contexts to that they can understand how their
child is learning and thus maximizing their learning opportunities. By making their child
6

feel safe and secure, the parent shapes their child's ability to learn and gain their highest
potential. Collaboration between therapists and caregivers within natural environments is
the key to providing quality family-centered care (Hanft & Pilkington, 2000). However,
provision of therapy in natural environments does not just occur spontaneously; parents
must share their insights, routines and traditions and interventionists must find creative
ways to translate their expertise to design meaningful interventions with families (Hanft
& Pilkington, 2000). During initial assessment and throughout intervention, MOHO

supports this approach to be performed in the child' s most natural environments.
Summary
Chapter II of this document contains a review of research and literature as it
relates to early intervention programming and the importance of parental involvement.
Chapter III provides a descriptive overview of the product, as well as the methodology
and related activities utilized to develop the product. Chapter Four contains the product:
the Birth to Three Early Intervention Parent Handbook. Finally, Chapter Five contains
the summary of the scholarly project, including limitations of the handbook, information
on how the handbook will be marketed, significant findings, and recommendations for
further research.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction
The first three years of life build a foundation of health and development for
children. It is in these first years that children learn to move independently, communicate
with others and learn to solve problems. This early learning occurs within the context of
the family system or close personal relationships with their caregivers. By making a
child feel safe and secure, parents shape the child's ability to learn and to gain their
highest potential. When a child has difficulty in learning because of injury, environment,
or biology, additional assistance may be needed to help the child and family. Early
intervention services are designed to meet the developmental needs of children from birth
to three years of age who have a delay in their development or who are at risk for
developmental delay. Through federal statute, services were developed because early
intervention was recognized to be essential if infants and young children with disabilities
and their families were to achieve their full potential.
In a review of the literature, it is found that the occupational therapist plays a
critical role in the early intervention process by facilitating family-centeredness
throughout evaluation and intervention. The occupational therapist working in early
. intervention has much information to provide as well as receive from families and their
young children. This literature review provides support for the use of a parent handbook
in early intervention as a means of effective information sharing with parents and family
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members. Parents should be active participants in the services that they and their child
receive. The parent handbook is to be an advocacy tool for families, so that they may
have a reference to understand the process and product of the services they receive.
History of Special Education and Early Intervention
Special education in the United States has evolved and transformed over the last
thirty years as knowledge and rights for people with disabilities has grown. The first
major federal legislation for persons with disabilities was passed by Congress in 1975
and was known as the Education of the Handicapped Act (PL 94-142) (Shonkoff, &
Meisels, 2002). This act established the right of children with disabilities as defined by
the act between five and 18 years of age to have a free, appropriate public education
(F APE) and related services (American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), 1999). Under this
act, services for children aged three to five were optional for states (Shonkoff, & Meisels,
2002). FAPE ensured that children received services at no cost to families and that
services were appropriate to provide access to the child's school curriculum (Morris, n.d.,
para 1). According to the National Dissemination Center for Children with Disabilities
NICHCY (2001), children were also entitled to receive related services; these included
occupational and physical therapy, speech-language therapy and audiology,
psychological services, recreation, early identification and assessment, counseling
services, orientation and mobility services, medical services for diagnostic or evaluation
purposes, school health services, social work, parent counseling and training and
transportation. These services were designed to ensure a child with disabilities benefits
from special education services.
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As knowledge about people with disabilities grew, so did the need for better
legislation for disability rights. In 1986, the Education of the Handicapped Act was
reauthorized and amended (PL 99-457); the legislation then supported the development
of early intervention programs designed to provide services from birth to three years of
age for infants and toddlers with disabilities or developmental delays (Shonkoff &
Meisels, 2002). In addition, this law mandated a free and appropriate public education
provided by the states' education departments for three to five year olds to take effect by
the 1990-1991 school year (AAP, 1999). Meisels and Shonkoff (2002) acknowledged
that the Education of the Handicapped Act, the predecessor to IDEA, was indeed the
most important legislation ever enacted for developmentally vulnerable young children in
the United States because it guaranteed services for this population. This act provided
further details that had never been seen before as it mandated far-reaching, coordinated,
multidisciplinary services for children and their families. It was determined that early
intervention would begin as soon as the young child had been identified with an
established medical condition, a developmental delay, or in some states any number of
high risk conditions that are likely to lead to a developmental delay (Clark, Polichino &
Jackson, 2004). The federal law guided the way, but provision of services was under the
administrative authority of the individual states (AAP, 1999). Early intervention
programs needed to provide specialized instruction and related services, such as
occupational therapy, speech therapy, and physical therapy (Shonkoff & Meisels, 2002).
Services would be guided under a plan developed by the child's team, the Individualized
Family Service Plan (IFSP) (Addison, 2004).
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In 1990, the act was again reauthorized and amended as PL 101-476, and renamed
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) (Shonkoff, & Meisels, 2002).
One component of the amended act, Part H, required states to develop and implement
community-based systems of care for children age birth to three that were coordinated,
family centered, and culturally competent with greater interagency collaboration (AAP,
2001). The amendment required that identified children be referred free of charge for a
comprehensive multidisciplinary evaluation (AAP, 1999). The evaluation team and the
parents would then decide if services were necessary, and if so, an IFSP needed to be
developed to meet the child's and the families needs (Addison, 2001). A family service
coordinator would be assigned to assist the family access to the plan and resources
determined to help the family and child '(Addison, 2001). The family service coordinator
was also designated to be the family's single point of contact for providing services
(Blann, 2005; Bruder, 2002). According to the US Department of Education (n.d.), in
1997 IDEA was re-authorized and amended again as PL 105-17. With this reauthorization, primary changes to IDEA included changing/renaming the birth to three
program from Part H to Part C within the legislation. In addition, the act contained
language to encourage states that did not serve the at-risk population to track and monitor
these children so that they could be referred when needed. (AAP, 2001; Shonkoff, &
Meisels, 2002).
Knowledge about what services should consist of for children with disabilities
grew from the groundwork of these laws and thus change was needed again. In 2004,
IDEA was again amended by Congress, and renamed the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Improvement Act (IDEIA); this is currently the act that governs special
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education in the United States (IDEIA, 2004). According to the US Department of
Education (n.d.), IDEIA aligns closely to the No Child Left Behind Act of200l (NCLB),
helping to ensure equity, accountability and excellence in education for children with
disabilities. Furthermore, the US Department of Education (n.d.) states that early
intervention·programs and services are currently provided to more than 200,000 eligible
infants and toddlers and their families, while about 6.5 million children and youths
receive special education and related services to meet their individual needs. Part C of
IDEIA 2004 must be re-authorized every five years to ensure the continuation of funding
for programs and services (IDEIA, 2004).
IDEIA, 2004 has important changes that impact early intervention, specifically
the birth to three popUlation. The revised law requires states to set rigorous
developmental delay standards that trigger eligibility for early intervention services,
including a new mandate to serve infants who are abused, neglected, drug-exposed or
exposed to violence. It also allows states the flexibility to use funds to create a seamless
system of early intervention from birth through kindergarten (Parents' United Together,
n.d., Section 1). Streamlined service allows the service plan for the child to be centered
on the child and family, and assists parents in advocating for their child as they only have
to work with one agency. Ideally, the process of identifying a disability and entering
early intervention should be timely and supportive of families (Bailey, et aI., 2004).
Parents need professionals who attend to their concerns and help them gain access to
services when needed; this is more easily accomplished under "one roof' of services.
Currently, the State of Wyoming offers uniquely streamlined services for children birth
through age five (Part C policies and procedures, n.d., Section H, para 1). Finally, under
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Part C, families may choose what services they would like to receive and how they
receive them on behalf of their child (IDEIA, 2004) whereas under Part B, school
districts have the obligation to provide all services that will offer a child a free and
appropriate public education (Morris, n.d., para 1). It is important that parents understand
their rights as caregivers of a child with a disability under the law so that they can better
advocate for their child. Knowledge and information are powerful for parents and
provide access for the parents to be involved in their child's intervention and
programmmg.
Individualized Family Service Plan IFSP and Team Development
Early intervention services are designed to meet the developmental needs of
infants and young children from birth to three years of age who have a developmental
delay in physical, cognitive, communication, social, emotional, and/or adaptive
development or have a diagnosed condition that has a high probability of resulting in
developmental delay (AAP, 2001; IDEIA, 2004). Early intervention involves
assessment, planning, intervention and evaluation; these four processes are ongoing
throughout a child's therapy program (Case-Smith, 1998). These processes involve
negotiation and collaboration among families and professionals and represent the true
spirit of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act, Part C (IDEIA,
2004). Comprehensive evaluation, development of the Individualized Family Service
Plan (lFSP), promotion of teaming, and collaboration with intervention are essential to
serving the child with special needs and their family.
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Evaluation

Initial entry into early intervention services is made through a referral process that
often begins with screening or formal identification of a disability. Referral for early
intervention evaluation and services can be made by physicians (AAP, 2001), public
health nurses (Stepans et al., 2002), community agencies such as Early Head Start and
Women Infants and Children (WIC), local daycares or from the family themselves.
Following referral, the next step in the early intervention process is evaluation.
When evaluating infants and toddlers, the early intervention team considers the child's
strengths and needs in respect to all areas of the child's development, as well as their
ability to participate in a variety of environments including their home, daycare/preschool and the community (AOTA, 2004). Play, developmental sensory motor
skills, self-care, and social interaction are evaluated through informal observations,
standardized scales and parental reports (Case-Smith, 1998). These performance areas
are also considered in context of other systems that can influence these areas, such as the
child's cognition, sensory processing, environmental factors (Case-Smith, 1998) and the
family system (Schultz-Krohn & Cara, 2000). Assessment of performance components
underlying the child's play performance, sensorimotor-perceptual function and daily
living skills is essential to quality evaluation and the subsequent identification of a child's
needs. Identification of systems that restrict the child's functional performance areas can
then become the focus of goals and interventions for the child (Case-Smith, 1998).
IDEIA requires that assessment be developed in collaboration with the child's family,
educators and other relevant community agencies so that the best picture of the child's
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performance can be made. These combined services become the building blocks for the
IFSP.
Individualized Family Service Plan

The team, working collaboratively with parents, is responsible for developing a
plan called the IFSP. The plan will be the guide for therapist and parent collaboration in
the child's therapy and services. The IFSP must include statements about the child's
strengths, the family strengths, possibilities for enhancing the development of the child,
major outcomes expected, specific early intervention services that the child and family
will receive, projected dates for initiating services and service duration, name of the
family service coordinator, and steps to help the child and family with the transition to
preschool services if/when needed (AAP, 1999). These components in the IFSP ensure
that all needs of the young child and family are attempted to be met.
Specific goals, measurable outcomes, and strategies are developed and written
with the team based on the entirety of the assessment results and specific parental
concerns. The family and team decide which goals are priorities in the appropriate
development of the child. By focusing on goals that are the priority of the family first,
parents are more likely to gain confidence in the early intervention process, followthrough with therapy, and use supports that are offered (King et aI., 1999).
It is expected over time that families and children will change, and the IFSP is

reviewed periodically by the entire team supporting the child to reflect these changes.
The process of developing an IFSP is intended to be continually responsive to the child's
and family's changes in priorities and growth or lack of; the plan is fluid and flexible and
can change at any time as needed by the family and team (Case-Smith, 1998).
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Family Service Coordination
As families begin their journey into special education services, it is helpful to
have a knowledgeable and supportive advocate. All infants and young children and their
families who are eligible for early intervention under Part C of IDEIA have the right to a
family service coordinator to assist them through all components and services of the IFSP
process (Addison, 2004). The service coordinator is the single point of contact for the
family (IDEIA, 2004) and coordinates services across agency lines. Systems
coordination, information and referral including interagency collaboration, identification
of family support and resources and trans-disciplinary team collaboration are all
facilitated by the family service coordinator (Addison, 2004). Often, the occupational
therapist is designated as the family service coordinator for the child and family. While
the occupational therapist as the family service coordinator does not carry out all
components of the IFSP that are identified, they can be the collaborator and the single
point of contact for the family throughout the early intervention services.

Intervention Collaboration
Trans-disciplinary teaming is utilized in many early intervention settings for
assessment and service delivery (Meisels & Atkins-Burnett, 2000; Stepans et aI., 2002).
Collaboration, consensus building and role release among members from many different
disciplines is the basis for the trans-disciplinary model (Stepans et aI., 2002). Team
members from different disciplines are committed to sharing knowledge, skills and
expertise so that information from their discipline can be used during the assessment
. process and service delivery. Role release and role expansion occur as each team
member takes on the roles of others on the team; as a result, all team members, including
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parents, expand their knowledge base by learning from one another (Stepans et aI., 2002).
Family participation in this way facilitates understanding of the recommendations and
direction given by the therapist and supports family-centered intervention.
Intervention services are individualized for each family and child. In order for
services to be effective for the child, it is important to identify strategies to facilitate
family involvement. A key strategy is parental inclusion (Bailey et aI, 2005). Parents
should be involved as valued contributors through each step in the early intervention
process. Families should not only be consumers of services but also active participants in
the provision of these services (Simeonsson et aI., 1995). Collaboration is accomplished
when professionals recognize and build on family competence and resourcefulness.
Parents who are an integrated part of assessment and planning are more likely to
participate in their child's plan and successfully follow through with interventions and
therapeutic plans.
Another strategy to use throughout the IFSP process is to have an active
awareness of the skills and attitudes that families arid professionals bring to the process
(Simeonsson et aI., 1995). Educating the parent of the skills the professional has is
accomplished with explanation and demonstration during the IFSP and direct service
provision, as well as in written form in a parent handbook. Written explanation of the
roles and expectations of professionals can serve as a reference for the parent. Parents
have a wealth of information about the child that may be unavailable to the professional
and parental knowledge needs to be valued and acted upon (King et aI., 1999).
Understanding and recognizing the background and insights that the parent brings to the
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process requires dedicated listening and observation skills on the part of the occupational
therapist and the entire trans-disciplinary team.
Parental Involvement
Why involve parents in their child's intervention and programming? Parental
involvement is key to a child's success (Bailey et aI., 2005; Gavida-Payne & Stoneman
1997). An understanding of human development, the unfolding of physical growth and
human capability, is the foundation of pediatric health care; in essence, developmental
care is prevention and health promotion at its finest (Romeo, 2002). The goal of service
providers and therapists is to help parents understand their child in terms of how they
grow, learn, function independently and have pleasurable interactions with others (Hanft
& Pilkington, 2000). These goals can best be achieved through provision of family-

centered services, or a commitment to help families navigate 'the early intervention
system, identify resources, learn new information and adopt strategies to use at home
(Stredler Brown, 2005). In a system that is based on family-centered services and
enhancing family and child strengths, information becomes a powerful tool for
supporting children and helping parents to have an equal voice and better serve the child
(Stewart el aI. 2006). Occupational therapists and other professionals working in early
intervention need to have as much information as possible about families with young
children with disabilities so that they can provide the best services possible.

An important function of the professional is to provide information to the family.
Information about must be given to parents so that their understanding of disability can
improve. In this way, parents and caregivers can advocate and communicate on behalf of
their child (Cohn, 2000), and have a better understanding of the rationale for the provided
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services offered to them. Provision and use of information about their children is a major
concern to families who have a child with a disability (Stewart et aI., 2006). All types of
information are essential for parents with children with special needs who are involved in
health, education and/or social service systems. According to Stewart et aI. (2006),
general information includes issues in many different areas such as information about
disability, how to contact other parents, information on the types of services available at
the developmental center and in the community and advice on how to get more
information. Specific information refers to professional activities that provide parents
with information about their own child, such as results of an assessment or progress on
goals. Utilizing information about a disability can also be a positive coping strategy for
parents with children with disabilities. For example, Pain (1999) reported that parents
found that information that assisted them in accessing services improved their
management of their child's behavior as well as their own emotional adjustment to their
child's disability.
Interventionists have information that parents need and it is the responsibility of
the professional to judge the amount and kind of information that the parent can absorb at
one time, as well as put it into language that the parent can understand (Stewart et aI.,
2006). Parents value personal communication through service providers that are
approachable and when the information is tailored to fit the family (Hinojosa et aI. 2002;
Pain, 1999). Information in many different forms is a vital component for parents in
understanding the practical implications of the disability and in facilitating adjustment to
it (Pain, 1999). Parents should be given information both verbally and in written form.
As stated above, verbal information in the form of personal communications needs to fit
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specific family needs. Written material is valued because it can be re-read as necessary
and can serve as a back-up to personal visits (Pain, 1999). A tool such as a handbook of
information for parents would be important because it leads to improved understanding of
information, experiences and perception of care.
It is the responsibility of the professional to obtain the parents' information about

their child. Acknowledging parents' expertise in their unique situation encourages
professionals to view them as true partners within the parent/professional relationship
(Brett,2004). Each parent has a wealth of information about their child, as they are
watching their child's behavior in the context of the family life, work and play (Cohn,
2000). Parents witness a larger sample of the child's behavior in typical environments
and parental input enhances assessment as well as intervention planning (Simeonsson et
aI., 1995). This type of ongoing information and observation is not available anywhere
else because each family and each child is so unique. Interventionists need up-to-date
information that only parents and caregivers can provide, and therefore must develop the
skills to listen carefully to this valuable input. Using a reciprocal relationship with the
parent, the interventionist not only gathers important information for assessment and
ongoing intervention, but establishes trust with the family. Within the context of this
trusting relationship, the interventionist can help the family actualize their roles as the
primary facilitators of their child's development (Stredler Brown, 2005).
Policymakers and professionals alike have promoted the notion that families
should be involved in the care of their child with a disability wherever possible and that
care should be provided within the home or other natural environment (Brett, 2004). It
was felt utilizing a team approach was so important when serving a child with a disability
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that federal law (IDIEA, 2004) formalized it to be included in the IFSP. Additionally,
IDEIA 2004 has mandated services to be in the child's home or other natural
environment (Barnekow & Kraemer, 2005). This is to ensure that parents can have the
most input possible in the child's intervention and so that the child is in a comfortable
and safe surrounding where they might learn best. Thus, a mutual awareness of
respective skills and attitudes is vital to a successful and collaborative relationship with
parents and care providers (Simeonsson, et aI, 1995). However, provision of therapy in
natural environments does not just occur spontaneously; parents must share their insights,
routines and traditions and interventionists must find creative ways to translate their
expertise to design meaningful interventions with families (Hanft & Pilkington, 2000).
Professionals are there to help parents understand and clarify their own ideas,
attitudes, emotions and behaviors (Russell, 2003). Many parents need help in sorting out
their emotions and attitudes about their child diagnosed with a disability or labeled as
delayed. There should be recognition of the complex and often painful journey that many
parents make in acknowledging, requesting and accepting support (Brett, 2004). Parents
might also need help with clarifying the information they are given about their child's
disability, family service plan and their role in treatment of their child (Bailey et aI.,
2004; Bailey 2005). Professionals who listen respectfully and with understanding to
parents' needs are the ones that the parent will trust (Pain, 1999). Consequently, these
are the professionals with whom parents will best cooperate and work with to effectively
serve their child.
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Importance to the Profession: Occupational Therapy
Occupational therapy plays a critical role in facilitating and helping children in
the first years of life who are identified as having developmental concerns. The premise
of early intervention is to provide services using a family-centered model (AOTA, 2006;
Stephens & Tauber, 2001). Occupational therapists who work with infants and toddlers
with disabilities are in a unique position to facilitate family-centered intervention. The
role played by the occupational therapist in early intervention focuses on promoting
function through adaptation, compensation and remediation techniques while providing
family support throughout the entire process (Stevens & Tauber, 2001). Services are
provided in an environment that supports typical participation of the child in their home
or in their community environment as working in these natural environments reinforces
family-centered care (Hanft & Pillington, 2000).
Family-centered care is desired and outlined in legislation and parental advocacy,
however, the implementation of it is a difficult task. There are studies in occupational
therapy literature that identify barriers existing in the early intervention process using a
family-centered approach (Edwards, Millard, Praskac & Wisniewski, 2003; Hinojosa,
1990; Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991, Schultz-Krohn & Cara, 2000). The challenge of
family-centered care for the occupational therapist is in defining who the client is (the
child vs. the family), the occupational therapist's professional role, the nature of work
within a family-centered approach (Krauss, 2000; Schultz-Krohn & Cara, 2000) and
education (Stewart et aI., 2006). Even when the literature embraces the concepts of
family-centered intervention, the presumed outcome is still identified in terms of the
individual child (Hanft & Pilkington, 2000; Schaff & Mulrooney, 1989). Occupational
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therapists working in early intervention need to consider not only the child's
developmental skills, but also the parent-child relationship (Humphry, 1989) and the
family system (Krauss, 2000; Schultz-Krohn & Cara, 2000) as part of the intervention
plan. Families expect services to focus on their child as that is their primary reason for
seeking service; addressing the needs of the child is the primary path to opening the door
to a family-centered approach (Harbin, McWilliam & Gallagher, 2002). However,
occupational therapists need to have the skill to address the parent-child relationship once
the trust in the therapeutic relationship is established.
All family members sharing the young child's home contribute directly and
indirectly to the social, emotional, physical, and cognitive development of the child.
According to AOT A, (2002), there are seven contexts that have been identified by
occupational therapy practitioners. They include the physical, cultural, social, personal,
spiritual, temporal, and virtual contexts or environments. The physical context refers to
those things the child encounters through the five senses-touch, smell, taste, sound, or
sight. Cultural context includes patterns of group behavior based, in part, on customs,
beliefs, rituals and societal expectations. Social context includes the connections and
routines that children develop with other people. Personal context encompasses
demographic specific factors such as a child's gender, age, socioeconomic, and
educational status. Spiritual context encompasses the inner resources that motivate and
encourage a child to attain goals and offer a sense of purpose. Temporal context refers to
the aspects of time and place, and their influence on performance and development.

Virtual context refers to the technological avenues that children may use to communicate.
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Collectively, these seven contexts strongly influence a child and hislher
family/caregivers' lives and impact the way that therapy services are provided.
Approaching early intervention using a family-centered approach may be gaining
support in the education and training of occupational therapists. The American
Occupational Therapy Association (2006) now requires that a therapist who is specially
certified to work in pediatrics have a significant knowledge base of a family systems
approach, including implementation of intervention to meet the needs of the child within
the family context. Additionally, the Occupational Therapy Practice Framework:
Domain and Process addresses engagement in occupations to support participation in

context (AOTA, 2002).
Occupational therapists can have significant influence on family life. Hinojosa
(1990), found that when families are included in therapy planning and the
implementation process, specifically the Individualized Family Service Plan (IFSP), they
could better assist in the development of objectives and treatment, and that they
subsequently had the confidence to carry them out. Therapeutic interventions are
difficult for parents to carry out even when they feel connected to the planning stages.
Hinojosa and Anderson (1991) found that parents do not want to take on the role of a
therapist, nor do they have the time to necessarily fit therapy into their day with their
child. Therefore, it is important to work within the family context prioritizing the needs
ofthe family so that therapy can be interconnected within the daily routine of the child
and family. Research by Edwards et al. (2003), found that family individualization is a
core concept in providing family-centered early intervention. Further, family
individualization is especially important in how relationships are established between .
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therapists and families and how education is provided (Edwards et aI., 2003). Each
family has unique needs and having knowledge of process and program empowers a
family to identify their unique strengths and needs.
A handbook for parents to utilize as a reference contributes to the profession of
occupational therapy as it seeks to empower each parent so that they can support their
family in the context in which their child grows and develops. This in turn allows the OT
to more effectively provide appropriate therapeutic services to the child and increase the
probability of success of the intervention. In an early intervention system that is based
on family-centered service and enhancing families' strengths, information for parents
provides them a voice and serves as a powerful advocacy tool (Bailey et aI., 2005;
Stewart et aI., 2006). Written information is be provided by the occupational therapist is
a reference and source of information that the parents can use after a meeting or
intervention session (Edwards et aI., 2003) and is a powerful education tool for therapists.
Stewart et ai. (2006) found that parents who receive and actively use organized
information about their child's program and interventions experienced significant
increases in their perceptions of their ability and self-confidence in getting, giving and
using information to assist their child with a disability. Changes in their perception of .
self-efficacy led to improvements in their perceptions of the care that they and their
children were receiving (Stewart et aI., 2006). Providing parents with strategies and
information regarding their child's disability assists them in their day-to-day management
in parenting their child. A handbook for parents outlining early intervention as it pertains
to their child, family and situation is important for parents and for therapists as it leads to
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improved understanding of experience and perception of care for their child (Stewart et
aI.,2006).
Summary
A review of the literature found that family-centered care is a provision of service
delivery that is supported by a history of legislation, the occupational therapy profession
and current practice in early intervention. When focusing of family-centered care, it is
important to consider how to best educate and inform parents about their child's
programming. The development of a resource, such as a parent handbook, is well
supported by early intervention literature as well as occupational therapy literature.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
It was determined through multiple facets that a need existed for a handbook for

parents entering the early intervention system. This need was established following
discussion with early intervention personnel, administrators and parents at STRIDE
Learning Center in Cheyenne, Wyoming. STRIDE Learning Center is a developmental
center serving children birth to age six who are eligible to receive early intervention
serves in Laramie County, Wyoming. Early intervention personnel included occupational
therapists, physical therapists, speech language pathologists, family service coordinators,
administrators, and mental health specialists. In addition, a review of early intervention
literature and research reinforced the need identified by the involved professionals. An
extensive review of the literature was conducted focusing on parental advocacy and
involvement as well as the role of the occupational therapist on the early intervention
team for the provision of family-centered care. This author's background is in pediatric
occupational therapy, specifically the birth to three population as well as family service
coordination, and thus the literature review focused on family-centered provision of
services. Additionally, the literature review provides support for the use of a parent
handbook in early intervention as a means of effective information sharing.
The review of literature served as a foundation of information for the creation and
development of the Birth to Three Early Intervention Parent Handbook for STRIDE
Learning Center. The parent handbook is to be an advocacy tool for families so that they
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may have a reference to understand the process and product of the services they receive.
The handbook in it's entirety is contained in Chapter IV ofthis scholarly project.
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CHAPTER IV
PRODUCT
Children are the touchstone of a healthy and sustainable society. Nonetheless, not
all children are born healthy; not all children are born free of disabilities or other
biological and/or societal vulnerabilities. It is the mission of early childhood intervention
to help young children and their families thrive (Shankoff & Meisels, 2000). Parents,
being a child's first and best teacher, can be the greatest advocates for a child with a
disability when given the tools to do so. It is the responsibility of the therapist and the
family service coordinator working with a family as they enter the early intervention
process to ensure the family understands how early intervention can work for their
family, how they can be advocates for their child, what the responsibility of the early
interventionist is, and what their own responsibilities are with a child with special needs.
The purpose of this study was to investigate family-centered advocacy in early
intervention, specifically the development of a parent handbook for families of young
children who are eligible to receive early intervention services in Wyoming. It was
determined through multiple facets that a need existed for a handbook for parents
entering the early intervention system. This need was established following discussion
with early intervention personnel, administrators and parents at STRIDE Learning Center
in Cheyenne, Wyoming. A parent handbook was developed using information from
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current research and literature, as well as input from therapists and administrators
working in the field of early intervention.
The resource handbook is designed for parents and community partners so that
they may better understand and utilize early intervention in the community where they
reside. The parent handbook was designed to be a written reference of services for
parents that allows them access to information regarding their child's programming and
intervention. Parents can be involved to a greater extent when they are familiar with
definitions, processes and expectations regarding early intervention.
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Introduction
Welcome to STRIDE Learning Center! Now that your child is eligible for
services and supports, you may have some questions about what comes next.
What might seem confusing now will become more manageable and
understandable with fhe,help of your fami,ly service coordinator. She is
like the co-captain 0(Y9ur team at STR,iI:>E_:,:'bthers that may be on your
trans-disciplinary teatfrp1_~Y. ~~c1ude , an :o~cupati~!lal thera,pist (OT),
physical therapist (PtD;'a ~pe~ch-IMlgliage pathologist (SLP) and/or an
early childhood speci~feduc,ation
(ESCE). Y DeU may invite your
doctor, nurse, childcare jfroviqer or arlyone else imp0rtaht to you and your
child to be on your team (Stepat),s,,2002).
'. ;,"~" -/." ,

teacher
•

¥

~.-.!

...

.....

~

The mission of STRIDE Learnil:zg Cen(e.r)s tq provide comprehensive,
quality services for children with spe(;{dtneiids ani their families in a safe
and compassionate enviroYJ.me~tso that~h?xmay achieve their fullest
potential.
',' " " ~ " ' , " '; ..,:;,
STRIDE'wHl, ensure that aU "
Services and Supports ...
familiei haveequafact,ess to a: "
.:. Foster collaborative partnerships
coordinated pregrarritnat fosters
.:. Are family centered
c~Iraborative partnerships, is
.:. Occur in natural settings
family centered, occurs in natural
.:. Recognize current best practices in early
intervention
environments settings,
.:. Are built upon mutual respect and choice
recognizes current best,pra<;tices
'R
'
in early intervention, and is built ~~,~~~~iG,~~~~~~:.iiil1i:iiiiiJiiii1i§~
upon mutual respect and choice':' 1'h:l§,m~~s that STRIDE will work closely
with you to provide the kinds of services ,'a ~(:l':s\lPports that make the most
sense based on your family's priorities 'for
~hild. Activities that fit
within your daily routine and use the mosfctiIi-el)t'p~ofessional techniques
are most likely to give the results you want 'fo.'r:>'. YQur•,child
and family.
..... '
.!.

..

•

.

~

or

your
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What is STRIDE Learning Center
and the Part C Program?
STRIDE Learning Center is a developmental center which provides early
intervention service~" in Laramie County, Wyoming. Early intervention is a
system of services de~tgned to support cqpdq:m ages birth through age five
who have, or who are ~t Hs~ for, dev~~9P'~eiit~1 delays. Early intervention
professionals
include· ~a(IX'_
childhood[ ~p'ecial
. ~cl:U9ators, early
9hildh,00d
.
...-..<-4"
,,·..·r
).
teachers, therapists, cas'~.))ianagers, .ah4,health professionalsf' These
individuals work closely' with.families ·.t9 understand arrd)jtlildo~ ' children's
strengths and to provide services that support chilgren aIl~ f1linilies (Bailey,
et at., 2005).
\. . _.' . '.. ... ' ". ~'. :o·~. ,. .:
y'

.... , " ' )

.

.Y:'

,

,

~

'

Services at STRIDE are an en~jth~ment for :Wyoming families whose
children from birth through €l-ge~fiv~ year~. 0fageJiave significant disabilities
or delays. Services are guarint~ed hy-afederal)aw known as the Individuals
with Disabilities Ed,ucati0~llliprovemeht AS( 2Q04,. (IDEIA), (IDEA, 2004).
Part C ofIDElA gli~rarttees early inte,ryentiOIf'servlces for children birth to
age thre~ (IDEA,.2004J. InJ979, theSt~te o,f\VY<?rnjng committed to
providing early interventJon services to all eligible children birth through
age fIve 'years '6f age.' This legislation action provided for'the 'delivery
of
'h
services through fourteen regional programs; S~:§: Learnihg. Center, or
Region t 2, the,sole program charged with thF pr.~:Yi~ion ofearly :
intervention s'ervice~ across Laramie County (Rqrt Cpolic{es and ..
procedures. (n.d.).
. .' ,ei'~,
~,~<"~ "
l~.

, ;

<,.

"

."

'r'~.

,,)

".r-

.

~"'.

-(

.,

..1,

,;.

is

Why is my child eri:~iiJ?J~·
~or services?
.
......

""./J- \~

.

,~.(

"

:jro.

Your child is eligible to receive services in on¢'

ofth¢~following ways:

•

:.:

. ... ;

.:. A trans-disciplinary evaluation of your child's abilities and needs in
the areas of communication skills, motor skills, cognitive or problem
solving skills, adaptive skills such as feeding or dressing, personalsocial skills or relating to others, visual skills or hearing indicated a
significant developmental delay (Stepans, 2004; IDEA, 2004); or
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·:. Physician identification of your child as having a specific medical
diagnosis that will or may affect development (IDEA, 2004; AAP,
1999).

Why should my family receive
services from STRIDE?
,,'

,

The first few years ofa :child's life ar¢' extremely important for brain
development and learn(ng
new., skills (Bailey,
29Q4). IfYQ~rchild
is not
'" ,"':-"" " < , .
""
;,
developing as expected;early interve!ltion"can offer you: " "
'
.

<:" t: ~

, , .. ' .

~t

'-'

"!

.:. a valuable way for you to leatn how to be~t 'help your baby grow and
develop;
, , - . . , ' ': ~. ~~r- " " , : , '
.:. visits in your home from train~d pr6fess ionals at,predictable times, no
traveling;
waiting for appointments,: no·waiting rooms,
.:. ,a trans-disciplinary team that works togetlier to support you in making
daily routines a time 'f of your baby to learn new skills;
.:. a source of infor~ation about other,valuable resources in your
~t?~J:tl~~i!y;and .. "
" ,,.:.~ c.()nfidential'services. ' '
..
Research has sfiown that not only do
Early intervention means free organized
childre~'ahq familie~t'i>~nefit from
support and assistance which is familyeffective', earJy.fntervehtion, but
centered and may include:
beginning servI~es:
as soon as a need is
.:. Early Intervention
- '.
.:. Special Education
identified 'leads to better outcomes for
.:. Case Management
your child ·a:ri~JamilY.' Children who
.:. Occupational Therapy
,
receive early :intervefttion are'less
.:. Physical Therapy
.:. Speech and Language Therapy
'<likely,to need special education in the
.:. Psychological Services
future. , Qetting supports and services
.:. Assistive Technology
.:. Screening and assessment
now;\vilf~0htinue to help you and
.:. Vision and Hearing Services
your" ~hild)ate·r., (Bailey, 2004; AAP,
.:. Parent Support
1999). <" ,, , '
.:. Outreach and In-home Services

no

~

\

.:.

Other services as deemed necessary

.-
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How can I help my child?
You know your child best! In fact, you are your child's first and primary
teacher. Your team will enjoy learning about your child's interests, what
helps him or her learn, and what he or she would rather avoid. Together, we
will develop ways to help your child. You will learn from, as well as teach,
the team members working with your family.

:,~~~~ ',' i "\
~ , '/;: (:[~l{" ",
Parenting is not alway~easy;·· especi~11ly~.w.hen:yo4 may need ,som~ unique
skills to help meet yoti~~~hHc.l 'g, speclal;Q.,eeq~. ;,Y;ou are youi)~hild:'~ first and
'l:/'"

'.-,~

L -1:\;_'

'::"f'..t"'~

_ . .

.

.."

~

best teacher and advocate,1with:the p,~sion, dreams and cetj1initnleht to
guide your family throug)i a series of deCisions and ~pecial s~rvices. The
more you are involved inYOl;lr ~hi.l9's program" the' Ijibr~ your family will
benefit from early intervention services (Gavldia,1997). ~,

.;..f

.

As a parent advocate, you will~' h~ve to'-understanq an'd tell professionals,
relatives and friends about.Y9lir;family's .priorities arid concerns.
YO?f.
chil,d pan
sometimes be frustrating,
Communicating with qthers~a,gout
>.
•
.-,
-.
especially when th~y navt1 a ,Q:ifferenfpoiri~ ofy,ie,\y or when they do not
seem to, ~n4er~tandyou. You can help~'P~ople understand your point of view
, ifyo~'::'::\ltpa~~ :,as~n$e' 0fprivqrities aborti.:):<?,w, :yhild, 2}h)ye a clear idea
abcmtwnat YOllwantfoi your child, 3) know::~hat your child likes and
dislIkes, 4) share what makes you proud ofYOlkcj:iild'and 5) ar~ aware of
your own feelings and the feelings of those aroul),'El you:' , "",
. l ' - -.. ,.

,A.

• ~

,./.

~

.

,~."

'~,

1":

.

•

>

:

"'t"

•

,;. :

f'"

' _. - -

•.

f -

•

. ~~'~:;:

~

Having a chilci\~ith sp,eoial n~e,
ps. can be a chali¢ng~:":.yo~r
team wi.1l!Uake
....
. .
a plan with your family to' help you m~et those cna:Jle'p gesahd yoi1r. goals in
a way that makes sense to YOlt ,Together,.you wilt' develop a Written' plan
called the Individualized Family Setvic~ Plan (IFSP) .
.,

.'

'

, .

,.

. ',,',., ,,> -, ,:',
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~

{'"\

[,"

"
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What is an IFSP?
Your Individualized Family Service Plan (IFSP) is an agreement between
your family and STRIDE Learning Center. Your plan will be designed to
help everyone on your team
What can I expect from my Family
understand what is going to
Service Coordinator?
happen, who is going to be
involved, when and wh~re
What might seem confusing at first, will become
more manageable with the help of your Family
supports will take pla«e Cl{ld f()r
Service Coordinator, She/he will:
how long the services :~iH be'
.:. Interpret evaluation results and
provided. As your familY , "
observations;
changes, supports shouid' also , " "
.:. Guide you in setting priorities for your
change to meet your needs ~nd "
child and family;
.:. Help coordinate services and information
choices.
.:.

You, your service provider( s). ';.
and your Family Service "
Coordinator will check the IFSP
at least every six\"mdnths t6 ina.ke
still fits your,
priorities'
certainjf
"'..
and your child' s and family~ s .
need~. ·
.
~

What is

Q,n

.:.
.:.
.:.

.-"

.:.

form different sources;
Help you find answers to questions you
have about our child;
Find opportunities for you to connect with
other families;
Help you talk with other specialists
involved with your child and family;
Offer information on helpful state and
community resources; and
Support the trans-disciplinary team

(Addison, 2004).

IFSP Meeting?
.

",

~:~~..:...

,

"

You, as the parentes) or guardian and,your team wilJ be p'~es'ent at IFSP
meetings (King et al., 1999). You mCJ.Y,ifivite others atterid' your meeting,
such as family members, your childc¥e~provi~.er, physician or nurse, or any
friend or provider that you feel should' beiipv:ojv~4 in your child's program
(AAP, 1999). If they cannot attend, their'inf~~~tiop can still be shared and
included. The more involved you are in yotIr :me~ting, the more meaningful
your plan will be. Think honestly about what is 'important to you and what
your child will need. Read the evaluations and assessments describing your
child before the meeting and ask any questions you have.

to

Your Family Service Coordinator will ask you to share information about
your child and family, so think what you would like and write it down before
the meeting if that helps you.
7

Team members work together to develop the IFSP by reviewing
information, making choices, and developing IFSP outcomes or goals.
During these meetings and discussions, you will ,reach an agreement on the
strategies, activities and early intervention services that will support the
goals for your child and family.
It is at the IFSP meeting that you
Who do I call ifI have a question?
and your team will de~i4e what is
Call your Family Service Coordinator at
the best natural envfronment to
STRIDE, 632-2991.
'
serve your child. A ~~tural
" , '
-"
' ." '
environment for a yo~,q.w ch,ild~may b( !peili '9~n home or tJ1~ ftoliPe 'of a
relative, daycare, playgroups; playgtounds, or even the gropery store (Hanft
& Pilkington, 2000). Prov.iding servi~es, in YO,u r child?s hatufal environment
will help you develop a good"reJationship ,with your servicy provider because
learn 'dire6tly fr9,m the therapist or
you see them during the visit~. :,you
teacher how to use specific technique'
s, 'an~
you can' , ,v9ntinually
discuss what
"o<i
, ".,.
"
""
"
is working or not working for y,o,ur chilci ba§ed oil his/her strengths and
0).' ,',.,
-,
needs (Hanft & Pilkington; 1-0(
.
~~ '

,

~...

.~

..,.

~,

,

•

'"""

1'

•

dm-

.

.;

"'~..'

at

No. $ervice~' STRfBE are at no cost to faIi1jlies. ",Th~ cost of services are
covered by state and federal dollars; STRIDE'is also ~ United Way Agency.
In addition, STRIDE will bill Medicaid services"to ~h~lp 'covet the cost of our
services'ifthatis a pr9gram you participate in. : you~iH not seeariy l?ills
from STRIDE, and you .FIn n()t~ave a maximu~';, ?:£ ~'ervjces k¥:ou's an
receive. Children are eligibl~, to receive the service~':d~tet;mi_ned bX y out
team through age 5, or when they entei puplic educatioff. ": ~ ,: ,~
.~:l. "~-:,

~ ~~.~-~

, ':"

You and your family can, however, vol!lnt~er time, resources or financially
to STRIDE Learning Center, and that is always,apRreciated. If you have
additional questions about how STRIDE is fu:qd~(rf.6r all children, please
contact your Family Service Coordinator or tlie Director of STRIDE.
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What are my responsibilities as a parent?
Your most important responsibility is to be an active member of your child's
team. This means sharing information, actively taking part in developing the
IFSP, and participating in early intervention visits .
•:. During visits, hold your child an4 Rl;actipe new ways of playing and
learning togetii~LTry to make l¢a.i~lngJl!1J!
.:. If the television ~s 'on, it is best:to' ~~, it ~ff. Do not,pLanto take care
of chores while-the eariy interventionist is' providing services .

•:. If you cannot be ayaU(lb!~' for a, Yi~i!, 9allthe ~~tp.iiy :S~rvice
Coordinator or yout,~tl\er~pi~t,to cancel: 'T.:heri;you may be able to reschedule at a time tfiiifis conv~nien:t'fot Y9U and the provider.
•
'.'>..l;; ,!
"""
.'1•.,1",
,f'\? ; ' :::'" ,,"
••• If your child or another 'family member' ill YQur' home is sick, please
call the Family Ser~ic,e :~...o.~rd~nat~{?r Jh~:~~pi~t to cancel and re~
schedule your appomtnlent. ~, '. "',
.:. Remember that servl~es '~md supports~re, f1exible and adjustable. If
your child .is 'i16t making the progress you expect and have planned
,f0i-;discuss ~thl~ with,a merrtberof:your4eam. ,>:' .' "
~'V<

,':'.

,~_,

'
'~

~ ~~-.~~

'"

•

-:

.;

',., ~ '. ~~.> ' .' ,.;'

-..:'

I;~

..

} ....

~ "','=. . ,,~

.:~'

."

...-

~

,~ . ~
¥

•

~} ~/~.'~

" . '

" .

What are my rights Q~'". c;I parent?
.

~

• , -(:

.."i,

"

"

A'"~

Your Family Service Coordinator will provide you with a copy of your
InfantlToddler Family RigIits once a year and ~at 'any tim'e upori y(mf ,
request. These rights are important for;y,ou and your .child .. ;Y qur rights help
to ensure you are getting the verY' best eail'y. interventfon. ' .'
. r" ' - .';' Page 24 of this manual contains a copy·bi:W&~'miQ.g Parental Rights and
Procedural Safeguards. If you have questibhs<1tb.9ut.your parental rights,
please call your Family Service Coordinato{ or 'lllJ p .jrector of STRIDE
Learning Center at 632-2991. You may also call the Part C Coordinator's
office at the Wyoming Department of Health, Division of Developmental
Disabilities, 777-6972.

If you are dissatisfied with your program and services at STRIDE, please let
us know so that we can work together to s'olve the problem. If you feel you
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cannot approach your team, or have tried to but don't seem successful, you
may contact the Wyoming Department of Health, Division of
Developmental Disabilities for assistance and/or mediation of the conflict.
It is important to know that any complaint in writing must be responded to in
a timely manner.

How can I

b~
~ . .!

involved in my child's program?
...
<',

. ,.r

',.,

.

.,-

.;.' ';.

(.

.. '.

'.

'..

.

There are many' ways that you and your 'family can be
. -,' . .
'" ~",
Learning Center.
,

invo~ved

'.-'.,

at STRIDE
,

.'

.:. Actively participate'ip your ~hild : s program wi!h 'th~',se~Yice provider.
, Together you can mak~ learning fun for youi child. " ,
.:. Volunteer time and/o~ ~esour~es. "V{e' h~'ye 'several fund raisers
throughout the year including: bake sales, STRIDE RIDE, and the
Men's Culinary Cook, Of[, :Ask your' FamVy Service Coordinator or
your service provider ab'6ut fu,ti oPP9rtunities available .
•:. Serve on the ~1;RrOE':Cearnirig ,C~nter Volunteer Board of Directors.
To f!nd. out1)io~e':1ibout board ,appointments, ask the Director of
.S;r:PRrDEat.
?•,.632;.2991.
, . / '.(\'1' ,,,: :j", :, '"
, . . .:SJ4
'-;'
...
.
~:. serVe On the Larainiit County Intel-ag¢ncy Coordinating Council
(ICC):;: TneICC is"~ partnership of par~~ts, provic,lersof support
services and community representatives'that work fo' advise and assist
developmental centers. To attend an ICC nieeFi;~g, ~sk your Family
,Coordinator. Meetings are held quarfefly, aI}d all families are
'
welcome to attend) ' , ,.,
.~.

,~.'

1.:

-' •

-..: •

'

' ... $,

.."

"",

'"

.

.t:;"

,

.

service

What if our ~rdm:i-Iy is a'iso ' in
Early Head:" $'tar.t?
. '0.1;'......-;..-\-:. .

•

L

'(~

~'.

"'.-

.

Early Head Start is a Community Action Ag€nc~~ in Cheyenne that provides
educational services for pregnant women and
families with young children birth to age three.
FIND OUT MORE !
Call Laramie County
Laramie County Early Head Start and STRIDE
Early
Head Start:
Learning Center work together through a
637-5784.
community collaboration agreement to provide you
the best services together as a team. The EHS
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disability coordinator will also serve as your STRIDE Family Service
Coordinator. The Family Service Coordinator will ensure that:
.:. Your family has comprehensive and coordinated services across the
two agencies,
.:. Services are not duplicated or confusing for your family,
.:. The Early Head Start Family Partnership Agreement and the IFSP
have common go~ls for your child, ~~q, family,
.:. Service providerS ,from STRIDE ghtl .h oWe visitors from EHS are
working togeth~r~tQ p;Qvide YQur' ~liiId th~ best interyentiQn possible,
.:. Your Early He,!a:S~art· home yisitbr and STRIDE serv,ice providers are
'
' r '
invited to all IFSP' meetings. '
"

'~'"

.. '.

"

What happens ' wH~n my,~ chil, d ~, turn? THREE?
.~

....

"~- '- ,:'

. ". >

'

Transition is the time to plan 'f0f<yy~en Y0Uf child turns three. Planning will
begin about six months befdr~, he/she ·tums~thtee. Not all children who
receive services from the. ~nfa~t an.cqoddler,pr6~ram, or Part C, will be
eligible to recei,:,e .services after they'b,ecome thre~ years of age (Part C
policie.~ Qn.d pT9ce,ijures,
(n.d.) .. Additi9nal '·te,~ ting·:ofiY~ur child may be
t ' .,
" ,
", '.
req\lired ~o determiiie l fyour child qualifies 'for these :seivices; your Family
S~rvic¢, Coordinator will schedule this wit1i'yolr ~nd yt>ur family.
,-'....

~

,

~J.

.

I

,..

~

•

..,

*',r'

.:\~.,

", ,_ >

.,,,-

'l(

..

,.:

If you child is eligible for services after age thrie';,'a:',~h:~~iiion m~eting" will
be held here 'at 'STRIDE Learning Center. Individuals' from y611r team and
representatives from the receiving
program, or P'a:l1 B;,'wilf.r be present. .~
.
Remember, you can also invite ,any one who is irilportant ,~o your child's
programming, such as a physician, nurse;,· social worker, advocate, relative or
friend. Together you will develop ~n individualized Education Plan (IEP)
that will take effect on your child's thirg.JHt:tpQ.~y. The IEP is a written plan
for providing special education to your
4~.irig the school year
including annual goals and objectives, and the~ m~thoqs and people who will
help your child achieve them in their Least Re~iricti\re Environment
.~

,f.. v

-'

...

1

chmr

(LRE).
If your child will not receive special services after their third birthday, your
Family Service Coordinator will help you identify possible community
resources that are beneficial for your child's development. Some options to
consider include library story hours, cooperative play groups, recreational
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programs, Head Start, community preschools, Scottish Rite Language
Center, and other groups that you and your child may enjoy.
We hope that your STRIDE experience gives you new ways of shaping your
child's life and that this family handbook makes it easier. Best wishes as we
start our work together and you move on to future partnerships!

What you teaG· ~~~:~s·: early on
will end up lasting~.;@rlife long!
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Glossary
advocate: a person who speaks for the best interests of another person
assistive technology: devices or services that allow or improve independence in daily
activities (for example, a curved handle on a spoon for easier self-feeding; wheelchair;
communication board)
confidential: private;

ca~ot

be shared without,your permission

development: the proce~s oflearning and mastering new skills ov~r:ti,me; includes
ability to move, communicate, think, see, p.ear, and play with toys,or
.. other people
~,

disability: condition that limits or slows down one or more ki~ds of development
.,.P;

~

early intervention: a system of coordinated services that promotes' a child's growth and
development and supports families during critical early years
early childhood special educatjon teacher (ECSE): certified teacher with specialty
endorsement to teach young children with'special needs
eligible: me~ting-the ,requirements to receive early intervention services at no cost

entitli~ent:

all eligible chlldren will recei~e
(such as family income, birth country, etc.)

se~ices regardless of any other factor

IDEIA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act)::i federal law (PL
108-446) that guarantees certain educational rights for all indiyiduals with developmental
disability or delays, including those with disabilities. l;p..e section of the law covering
children birth through age two is called "Part C", in WYOllling i:t is called the "Infant '
Toddler Program Part C". "Part B" ofIDIEA ensures servjces for children age three
' "
through age 21
Family Service Coordinator: the person who Will help the most to make connections
and identify resources for your family; they are your singh~ point of contact for special
education services and facilitate the development ~f the IFSP
J~.

M

:.)

IEP (Individualized Education Plan): a written edu~ation' plan for children age three to
age twenty-one that is developed by a team of professionals, including teachers,
therapists, etc. and the child's parents or guardians outlining special instruction,
accommodations, modifications and related services which enable a child to participate
and benefit form the general education program
IFSP (Individualized Family Service Plan): a written plan for children birth to age
three that is developed by a team of professionals and the child's parents or guardians
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that describes goals and strategies for the child and family, the services and supports used
to reach those goals, as well as where and when services will take place and who is
responsible
least restrictive environment (LRE): the usual or most typical environment possible
for instruction, treatment, and/or living. When applied to education, the least restrictive
environment is the regular (mainstream) classroom. For students who have ·disabilities,
the student's IEP team will determine what is the least restrictive environment that will
enable the student to function and benefit from their educational program
, t .... ;

a

, -t /'~ ,:','•. "',.

,.

~"'"

mediation: a way to settle: ,com.lict so bot~ ~iCles\vi'n.i Parents and professionals
discuss their differences 'a~d, ;with the help 0f a~trained mediator, reaeh 'a:settlement that
': t,",.; '~,'.'. /.y."; <'f· J.:
,::~,.v,'
both sides accept
-:..

~

~~.

'."

•

,~ •.

(,

,',

~

::t.~-

...- :.><:".if

'

natural environment: setiihg~1hat are nattirator'n()~al for-tqfehild' s age peers who
have no disabilities (Hanft &f!ilkington, 2000). These _~a~ ,b~:places where a child or
values, culture and
family lives, learns and plays accordJng totIidr. nee,ds', }!J~erests;'
is
. '."
lifestyle (for example: home, childcare,'t9wllTe'c(eatiorial
ceriter~ library)
"'-:".
.....
!'-...

"

~.

':

~.

).'.',,'

"

-,

-;.

"

,--':'...>'.

-

!'

occupational therapy (OT): activftie~ ,designed' to improve fine motor skills (fingers,
hands or arm movements), oral-motor (f~eding and mouth coordination), sensory
processing, and how a child'n:lates:to·.the world~around'him/her
~

;",.

;-.

"l-

'-:

•

.

par,e~tal' rights and procedural safeguards: a' wri~eh" ~ocJrfientexplaining a parent's
righ~ and responsibilities under federal and state laws'as,hpertains to their child and
family receiving special education services
... :,'" '.
. :...' ,
':, >'.

r· ::' ; ". "'"

physical therapy (PT): activities designed to improve:gros~ motor skIlls (leg, bask and
whole body movemeil.1:s)
'.. '\. .
'
, \
.

'.

-....•

speech and language therapy: activities~or materials design~lto i1nprove' a child's
ability to understand and express thou'g~ts ~.~q 1~f9rmation, anc( o'; ~j ~'otor skills
including feeding and swallowing
...
~. ~..:~

,

<'i·~'~" ~.~

::~

'-">

\_~

service coordination: a way to bring together th~-rdiff?~e~t ,people and information and
. resources that our child and family may work witlt lJ:fh t~am ; Your Family Service
Coordinator is the person who will help the most to>mak~ these connections and identify
resources for your family; they are your single point of contact for services
special education : specifically designed instruction offered at no cost to families for
children with disability who require such services to benefit form the general education
program
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strategies: agreed upon activities to help in the facilitation of achieving outcomes and
goals
transition: moving from one program to another program. Typically happens at age
three and at age six.
transition team: individuals from your infant/toddler program (Part C) and
representatives from the preschool program (Part B) will comprise the transition team
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Great Resources for Parents!
Welcome to STRIDE Learning Center! This is a great resource list for parents in Laramie
County. If you need additional help contacting any resource, please contact your STRIDE
Family Service Coordinator at (307) 632-2991.

Early Head Star.t

Parents as Teachers
Director: Erin Swilling
421-1303
Home v~ sitin9 pr ogr am for
parents" aFd Cl1i Idren age
birth to 5 . .
{~swi il i ng@.w·pen: net

Network/Parent
Information Center

1521 Dunn AvenuEt ,
637-5784
1-800-660-9712
Serving children·pre..:natal to
Helping parents with childre'rC ' . age three as a: h~me' visiting
with special needs across
:', Jpr.~gram.
Wyoming.

~"""

:-,

Child Development Clinic at
United Medical Center
307-633-7612
West Building 214 E. 23ed St

...."J

•

State Respite Care
-177-6047

Cheyenne Interfaith Hospitality Network
1426 East Lincolnway
772-8770

:. INDERENDENT I:.IVIN6 .; .
_t'

_

....

~" ,

• .

...

Casey Family Programs
130 Hobbs Avenue
638-2564 Ext. 234
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. ~.

_

_.

.,,:ti'.

Community Action of
Laramie County, Inc.
1620 Central, Suite 300
635-9291
8a - 5p M-F
Provide information, referral,
advocacy, and financial
assistance to qualifying low-,
income individualslfamilies for \.
essential services.

Needs, Inc.
900 Central Avenue
632-0409
9a-4p M-F
Provides short-term, emergency
assistance for Laramie County
Residents. Clothing, household
items, furniture, food, Minimal

Meals on Wheels
:"zbE(SouthGreeley Highway

Salvation Army
602 East 20 th Street
634-2769/634-6514
1p-4p M-F
Meals served daily: Mon-Sat
12p-12:30p. Travel bags,
personal care kits, clothing
vouchers. One night family
lodging with medical need.
Commodities for residents:
Bread & Bake,ry items' avail9ble
dail .
,t, , ',:' ,'~~.,

- 7a-3pM'+ '
' 6~5-5~42

.,/>,

St. Joseph's Church '"
314 East 6th Street
634-4625
lOa-12p, 1p-4p; M-F

Good Sheppard Assembly
421 East 4th Street
632-9032

, '

,
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. '.,
,".

~HdcJSING
.
'"",

Bethel Outreach Ministries
1603 Capital Avenue
635-7619

Cheyenne Station
Apartments
1607 Taft Avenue
778-4196
Low income housing for families
and handicapped

~.

Cheyenne Housing Authority

Cheyenne North Apartment

3304 Sheridan Avenue
634-7947
8:30a-5p M&W
1p-5p Tue
8:30a-12p Thu-Fri
Closed 12p-1p M&W
Drop box, or drop off with
receptionist 8a-5p M~ F. , ,
Proyides variety 'or~o'using ' ,
services: low-tost or.,5ubsidiie-d
, housing for lo~-Jnbii~e eligib,le
' per~ons.
,- .': ';
, ... ' ""

4941 King Arthur Way
778-8385
Low income housing for families
& HANDICAPPED. Must be
families no singles. Only 2 and 3
bedrooms.

Senior Services (Activ.itY "!' '
"1504 Stinson
Center)
2102 ;-hom~s Avenue
635-,21 35 , ,
"F
8:$Oci'::5p, M~F - .
,Provides services ,to seniors ,
meal :sites, bus:service,
chore ~ shopping,ass.ist'ance,
home visits, etc,~

66i,7

Safe House
1813 Carey Avenue
634-8655 (Office)
637-7233(24 Hr. crisis line")
8a-4p M-F
Provide advocacy services to
victims of domestic
violence/sexual assault" shelter,
counseling , and education.
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632-3174
'8a-5p M-F
There is someone one site 24/7,
but the doors are locked at lOp.
Temporary lodging for Singles,
'couples and families. Breakfast,
supper and snacks. Health
's2ree-~ing. Job services
referrals. Case management
servi ces~ gas vouchers,
fraveler's aide.

. ',:l

Express Temp
2205 East Pershing
634-1636/632-0565
FAX 638-0493
Temporary Jobs, Temp to Hire

,

,

•

:.

Manpower Temp
1817 Carey Avenue
634-5909
8a-5p, M-F
Temporary Jobs

"

,~

.'

tf;

~

<

,:'

•

Lawyer Referral: Services
,~; Catny Duncil, Coordina~or ,'-",

City of Cheyenne Transit
Program
2022 Capitol Avenue
637-6383 (Information)
367-6253 (Reservations)
Day in advance, Door-to-Door,
public transit:$3.00
Hourly routes: $1.00

,

Adecco' Ser~ices '"
',' : Staffing Agency
" 504 East 17th Street, Suite 250
. .'. ~
.
.'.
.. ,
632-4476
' "
7:30a:-5p, M-F
Tem "qrar'obs

Youth/Job Corps

1603 Oapito I-Avenue , Room 405
Majestic Building
634-1566

Job Service (Employment
Security Office,
Unemployment, & DVR)
1520 East Pershing, West
Entrance
777-3700
8a-5p, M-F
Spot jobs,permanent
employment. Outreach workers
also register people at
Community Action /'

"0

"

,~

Goodwill Industries
Mailing Address:
612 West 17th Street
Thrift Store: 3301 East
Nationway
Admin: Bldg. and Rehab: 612
West 17th Street
634-9128/634-0831
~ .", ,'.
8a-5p, M-F
, Vocptional and ~ndep'en~rt
" , Living training; 'educc'iti6~,&
counseling; job' c~aciiirig; '&, ' ,
';'retai.l!!!,t ore. ':'~,'
"

632-9061
9a-1p, M-F
Affiliated with the Wyoming'
State Bar. Provides
Free referrals to attorneys .
:, Attorneys may charge for
' services.
Greyhound Bus , L:ine.s ;
222 Deming Dhve <~ ,J"'::: '
634-7744
"
1-800-231-2222
ifsr@greyhound.com
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Labor 'Ready
~ 1414 Logan A"'venue

634'-.1052
5:30o-:7p, M-F (Summer Hours)
5:30a-7p, M-F (Winter Hours)
Jobs

VA Medical & Regional
Office

Vet Center

2360 East Pershing Blvd.
778-7550
8a-4:30p, M-F
24 hour medical, Provides
benefits to veterans, their
dependents & survivors:
medical, rehab, financial. ,
Disabled & homeless vets, dr,u'g ,.
rehab & counselin .
,t

778-737017371

224 Pioneer, Suite 103
8a-4:30p, M-F
Counseling & referrals for
veteran benefits, alcohol/drug,
employment, sex offenders and
basic needs, general counseling
for military relat~d e9ucation.
;.,'

,:;~ ,.~ (~'"

. r~~

>

ACS Consultec (Title-

Cheyenne Half - W ay House

2310 :-East
8 th Street
: ,
'
, 632-,6 433
"Open.24 Hours a day
, 'AA Meetings, half-way house,
no~~medical detox services,
, i h sis call staff, room and
Boards (5 do s max)

19/Medicaid)

~- y

504 West 17th Street, Suite
100
772-8400/ 1-800-251-1269

City/County Health

Department

..... _"

PQthfinde~> "
: ";121;Easf Carlsok Suite' 3j

6'35.:0256

100 Central Avenl,le
633-4000,' . ,
8a-5p, 'M~F ' ~:~~
Call for 'appointment. Provides ,
preventative health care
sehvi~es, throat cultures,
immunizations, HIV testin .

Community

Crossroads Clinic

,

1504 Stinson
632-8064
, Limited health care for

,

'9a-5p M-Sat

~lo~d'l'won-1p for ,lunch
PrOVides outpatient' dr~g ,a pyse
.
treatment, AIDS testing; ,~~d~:;:, ;: ","
counseling. Free testing fo'f.',. " ',' ' "':"
Hepatitis A, B, & C and TB: ,,;.~ I.' .... ~

Clinic:, F~ee

3100 Henderson 'Suite 3
638-6842
5:45p - 7:30p,

'

,

~.!

l ' . J~

Family Practice Clinic
,

. 840 East 17th Street
f 632-2434

TUESDAY'S ONLY

Eye Care Clinic

Cheyenne Eye ,Clini~·.,,~ ;,,-, ,),.

6252 Yellowstone
778-2774
Will set up payments is
customer has a job or on Social
Security.

1300 East 20 th St~e~t ·~ ,
t'
,
634-2020
" ,\,"" Requires 1/3 down paym{e,nt~c!{ \,' : ;~>
talk to service manager to 'work
out payment plan.

.,< ',;.
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Dental Hygiene Clinic @
LCCC
1400 East College Drive
778-1141 Ext. 1141
Adults: $18.00 Cleaning
Children $13.00 (1-17 yrs)
X-Rays: $3.00 - $20.00 all ages
Sealants: $8.00 er tooth.

Orthodontics
Apply through City/County
Health
100 Central
633-4000
8a-5p, M-F
Closed 12-1 for lunch

Help Line
900 Central
'
> ":'\.."Avenue
.
634-4469:'<
Avai 1i:tb1e'~2 4 hour / day
,~,..'

" Court House, 20th Street
633-4215
Child Support Payments

5353 Yellowstone Road
BLM Building, 2nd Floor
772-2135
9a-4 ,M-F

,Low Income Energy
. Assistance Program (LIEAP)

Child Support Services ,

,

202 C.areY Avenue, 6th Ficior , \
635-3 36;; :~, ~
"
,".

.......

>

Clerk of the District Court

Social Security Office

(POss~y

"

Power ..~

..:.: ~"

' 108 West 18th Street' .' "",,:'
'638-3361

~"')"

~' ,'
•

~~-I,

<,

:4d~E~st 1st Street, Suite 206

W
x

',. 'Cas,p'er,
82601
. , 1~800-2~~54221
•

.1-307~472-42?1

~ r.· , F~X:1-307-472-4078

Child Care Finder~f "
2622 Pioneer Avenue
638-2091
1-800-578-4071

Pickle Parlor (Safe House" . ''''Public' 'Defender
'donations)
.~d~·O;~arey, 3rd Floor
~ 104 "Wesf17th Street
(,77777'13'1
," '
:.:. .
,~

\..

"" '1:;<,
'''
63'7 -'3614
,

" '.
;.. ~~t;,.·'
' :,· .

Drivers License

US Post Office

5300 Bishop
777-3835
777 -4800(Help Desk)
8a-5 M-F

4800 Converse A venue
North of Dell Range

City County Health

Child Safety Seat

633-4000

Inspection Station
Located on House Avenue,
Access the Street from UMC
parking garage call for an
appointment. Free seats IYQ.
633-7525
3 -6 Tue & Thur.
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Child Protection

Poison Control

Suicide Help Line

Services (DFS)

1-800-955-9119

637-3753

777-7921- ask for intake
worker
8a-5p, M-F
After hours, call local police
de artment.

Police and Fire
911

Police Department
2020 Capitol Avenue
637-6520

Laramie Courrtt'Sheriffis
Department

Wy~mln9 Highway Patrol
,1~~ciO::442-90~(j

'-. :. (Acciclerjs/emergency)
. :777.-4321

Emer enc : 911

Fire Department
637-6320

Debbie McCann
307~772-2477

Division
Part C (Birth to three):
Geri Smith 777-7115
Part B (age three to six) :
Barbara Crane-Jaques
777-7115
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Notes for Parents
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APPENDIX

Appendix A
Notice of Infant/Toddler and Family Rights
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NOTICE OF INFANTITODDLER AND FAMILY RIGHTS
UNDER WYOMING PART C
EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM

Effective February 1, 2007
Wyoming Department of Health
Developmental Disabilities Division
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Foreword
The Notice of InfantIToddler and Family Rights under the Wyoming
Department of Health. Developmental Disabilities Division. describes your
child's and family's rights, as defined by Part C of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).
IDEA is a feder~I \law that includes provisions for early supports and
at birth'
.''-(o; S(IPport the implementation of
services for eligible chil8ren'starting
",...
,·r··...
these federal requirem~nts, ~he Wyomiri'g::Ea'rly Intervention P~ r;t C Program
has developed policies' ~'n~pr~c.edure$ 't~<at m~et:~IJ~se federal" a~d state Part C
requirements.
' , ' , "~' '
/.'
,,<~

' ". •/

1,

.

"','

A.

.

.,
.. "'{ t.,"

",' ,

an

•

•

•

:<.!

.~'I>

t'..

-'

-

':'i'

,,''''

Because this documeQt :is~ :Officiar notic~ of .y~fli r tignts ,under federal
law and regulations, some t~rrps, may b~; UJlf~.mi!i~t ~O' y~u. F.br this reason,
some words are defined where,f they are usee in the:docu,ment and others are
defined in the Glossary.
':,
~.'
f',,:'
,
i1"

,

.".,

,

The family service coort!iirrai6'~ wor-king with~your family can suggest
additional materials to help yc)u ,understarid your' rights. He/she can also
suggest ways that_you :an d~'btner)fa'niily members can be partners with
communJty., p[~vi9"~rsJq n~,lp ~~et tn~ de;~.elo.pliT:l~n.t~1 n,~~ds of your child.
" ...

_,~ ~"
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~• •>'~ ~~~
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State of Wyoming
Departme[lt of. Health
Developmental Disabilities Divlsion
Early Intervention, Paii 'C Program ',
6101 Yellowstone Road, Suite 1'86E ~
Cheyenne, WY 82002
.
.

.'

\'.

~~~~&:';<-'

......

Toll Free: 1-877-WYO-GROW (1-877-99q4?f~) ~\
Phone: (307) 777-7115
' . ' ..' :"
Fax: (307) 777-3337
'" <": ~?.:~: .

<.j J ..

'" ..... ~ \. ; -.<t
.~,
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From Referral to
IFSP Development, Key Points in Process
Referral Your child can be referred to the Wyoming Part C Program by you , or
another individual (pediatrician, nurse, child care provider, therapist,
another parent e!c.). Referrals may be made by telephone, fax, in writing,
or in person. A 45:'day.limeline begins ,oh the day the referral is received
by the Part C Program. ,Jf your c~llp' I~:eligib'le for services, his/her
Individualized F~mily~ Seryice PI'~ n'.(I,F~,p)-~ m ust be developed prior to the
end of that timefin:e':, " ~ .. <,'
' , . : ':' ' , , :
: , >: "
.... ,?,

Intake , ,
,
The intake meeting \~iill ")be your first
face-to-face
,
conta'
c
t
with
the Ch i1d
1:..... •
Development Center prograni "'pe ~son-nel >E>uringjhis meeting , you will be
asked about your child"aria hiM h~r dEw~lbpmental and medical history as
well as your priorities as a,family, You will aiso b~ provided with written
prior notice and asked Jo{ yourco,nsentfp,evaluate your child . You may
also be asked for your writt~ n' con-sent to allow the Part C Program to
request pertinent informi:ltion .about your child from his/her doctors and
others involved 'in' his/herlif~ . :
"
,
"
~~.

:-t'!<,

-,,/,..

,(/:

",

~

..

~.

.~

~~.

I, ' .

'

~ f..:.

'

"

ParerftarPrior Nbtice - : ", ' ..
"
.
.
Writtenprio~
notice
'must
be
given
to"
ba'
f
ents/legsl
·gu~rdians
in a timely
. ,' .{...
\;
J
r:.
.
, marmer before the Part C Program prop'osles o r:.r~fus~~ to lnitiate or
change the identification, evaluation, or th~~ f>ro'ii.$ion of ap~ ropriate early
supports and services to your child and family. YO!J will be: give." prior
notice .b~~p re yg ur child's evaluation, if he/s,~e Is:found 'to b,e, eligible f9r
the Part C Prog ~a rp ;:'and)?efore his/her Indi'iI,!$i u~liz~d: ~amny S~rvice Plan
is developed or modifieq.'· " '"
'.: . . /" ;. ,."
~

~

Parental Consent " ,,' ,,'. '~.,
Consent means that you, as yqurvctrild ~,~, parents/legal guardians, have
been fully informed of all informati~rl't~DLb~t, the activity for which you are
asked to consent. Information must ,he proviqed to you in your native
language or other mode of communicatioh" u.n'less it is clearly not feasible
to do so. You will be asked to provide 'qahsent:before each screening ,
evaluation and assessment is conducted and before early supports and
services are provided.
Screening Screening involves the use of selected tools or procedures during the
intake visit or other appropriate time to obtain additional developmental
information to determine next steps. Screening mayor may not be
completed for your child and family. Even if screening results indicate that
27

your child appears to be age appropriate in all developmental areas, you
can still obtain evaluations and assessments to determine eligibility for
services.
Evaluation & Assessments Evaluation means the use of tools and procedures, by qualified
professionals, to determine your child's initial and continuing eligibility for
the Wyoming Early Intervention Program, Part C of the IDEA services.

Assessment me~n'~ the, ongoing us~" oftbol~ and procedures by qualified
professionals tcHdepiflY your chil~fs' (Hifq~e strengths, needs, as well as
the resources prl,6} nies'
co"!,ee.tns of ,your family and:the supports and
services necess~ryto' eAhance~y0Ji'i family'~ ,c~pacity to<:nieet the
developmental ne~as ofyour in'f~:m(9r , tpddler with sp'e.Ci~Wneeds.

an.d

. .t'}£:.:" ~ ..
'.

•~r. • ~.

'

:

' .'

'::'J~".'

,.

"~.l)':

.......

~}

,

.~

,;;

"

Individualized Family Support Plan (IFSP) Development.
Part C of the IDEA standards require~'
~ach'child's Individualized
Family Service Plan (IFSP) must be developed within 45 days of the
Wyoming Part C Early Inte,rvention Program ~s receipt of the referral.
When delays are reque~t~~lQf hiiti~~edby , a family for any reason (illness,
hospitalization , vacatroh, work schedLiI~sj etc.), the initiation of services
for your child ~nd f~mJ ily, may : be de,layec{ , ,:

thai'

,

., . ...,.

• .j

"

,
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Introduction
Part C of the IDEA, known in Wyoming as the Wyoming Part C Early
Intervention Program, is designed to maximize family involvement and ensure
parental consent in each step of the process from the determination of eligibility
through service del iv~ry .
Safeguards or rights have been . ~'~~abj i~Me9 to protect parents and
children . Parents mustbe infmmed abou,t these' rights or safeguards so they
can have a leadershi!?,rolein the provision of services to their childre'n.
',~.,,~....

::

~

"'~

.'<

• -

.:

",

.;..

. '

.......

..

.':,

Participation in Wyomin((....:Part C EarlY'.I
riiervention
Program
'is voluntary .
.
,.,
.
.
"

,

~

f

"

Under the Wyoming,P ari, C Early l~terve~tio n Program, as a parent,
.
you have the following rights: '
The right to a timely multidis~ipiinary evaluation ~nd assessment and the
development of an Individualjzed; f amily Service Plan (IFSP) within fortyfive (45) calendar ~ays from receipt-of the.referral by the Part C Early
Intervention '7Jg>g r'~{fi1; :: ,.:, ';'~',
'
• The.opportlfnii Y to"receiye evaiu(iti0Q , assessment, IFSP development,
, sei'vice~Oordinatlcin, and prciceq lJFC:iLsategliards"at public expense;
• j f eligible' l;Inder , p'ar1 C,' the opp'o'rtunity to receiv~ , Early Intervention
',", Se,r:Vic~s" fo r: y6ur c~ i1d and family as a'(fd re'~sed iil' an"IFSP. Early Support
and Services are available at no cost to fatTl,i!~~s,; ,J19w~ver if authorized by
the parent, private and/or public insurance niay 'be bi!led. :'
'.
. ...:' -, .
0"::
. ., ,
In Wyoming, "appropriate early supports and services" are
determined through 'the IFSf2 process. The IFSP'rTlUsf contain a
statement of the specific ew'y supports and s;e'n(ices heces's ary to
meet the unique needs 6f your child and family toe'achieve the out
comes identified in the IFSP. 'Pec/eralregulations define early
supports and services as servic"'etthat ;~(are designed to meet the
developmental needs of each child e!~g{blf# uJJ~er this part (Part C)
and the needs of the family related to ~h.'f(an.tin.g.the child's
development."
",~~ (.<::"

•

~,

•
•
•

•

,~.

The right to refuse evaluations, assessment, and services;
The right to be invited to and participate in all IFSP meetings;
The right to receive written notice in a timely manner before a change is
proposed or refused in the identification, evaluation, or in the provision
of services for your child or family;
The right to receive services in your child 's natural environment to
the maximum extent appropriate;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The right to maintenance of the confidentiality of personally
identifiable information;
The right to review and, if appropriate, correct early supports and
services records;
The right to timely resolution of complaints by parents;
The right of parents to use mediation to resolve disagreements and
individual child complaints;
The right to an i.mpartial due process hearing to resolve parent/provider
disagreements; and
The right to file:al)~?dJ'rIinistrativ~ G~:ril~J~in~. ,

·. .·· ·>~.··»l .... .,.

",:" ' ~

.

?",

-: ..,,-.,

In addition to the gene,raf rights listed, a~9ve, 'Y9u ~re entitled, to 'bth iot\fied of
specific procedural safe~ u:ards under :t1fe 1'Wyoming Part C E~rfy ' lntervention
Program. These rights inGI~~e : Pa (enfaJ:'~Ol1sen~; prior N ~tIg~; I;xamination of
Records; Confidentiality of-Information ; Individual Child' eom'f)laints;
Admi~istrative Complaints ~ anE" ~lJrrogate : f:~r~qts" ,~as~ 6fth~se safeguards is
. ,'
"
descnbed below.
~- ~ f~r·". ;:~..
CONSEN 1T ~ , '

c;'

<

PARENTAL

~

"'«

'j

.

<~ .\ ~

.\" )~

Consent mearis:tt{cit ~6) you have been"fully informed of all information
about .t~e ac!jv'ty~for whictY con~ent i5. .$dGgM,t;:'i'n: your 'native"language, or other
mode" (if ,con1rDu'niQati0n; ; (~) yo.u 'understand;,C\O'(j a'gree in writing to the carrying
ou! of ttl,e ~,ctiVity-.f~r wnich--: your consent is sougt;lt,':ajld' the consent describes that
acti,{ity and lists the records (if any) that will be released ,and. to, whom; and (3) you
unaerstand that the granting of consent is voluntaryqn your part arid may be
revoked ~t ~""ny time .
. ',;.':, >,';f~' : ,:_
...
:~ ... -.;, .... .
Your written consent must be obtained before; .} ,' , "
"
(1) Evaluation(s) and asse'ssm'e nt(s) of your child i'S' 9,o nd ~cted; and
' ',' ,~,', ~~,~" i .,~ .(2) Early supports and service's are Rrovi,de,,d.
.. ~

• ,.

?c'

.•

'..0:

•

"

"-

,

, "

l"

'I,.

If you do not consent, the Wyom i h.gJ'~ ~;,.q '· Early Intervention Program
shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that you :',,' ,
,

~.~ -;, "~;;
\

'.

~
;' :"'t"-~

-/ - "

, ...., :

(a) Are fully aware of the nature of the evaluatipQ §l}J.q .as?essment or the
. ';,. ~" ·';.\'l
services thatwould be available; and
(b) Understand that your child will not be able to receive the evaluation and
assessment or services unless consent is given.
If you do not give your consent for an initial evaluation, the Wyoming Part C
Early Intervention Program may: (1) provide you with relevant literature or other
materials; (2) offer you peer counseling to help your ,understanding of the value
of early supports and services and to address your concerns about participation in
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the Part C Program; (3) periodically renew contact with you, on an established
time schedule, to see if you have changed your mind about participation in the
Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program; and (4) initiate an impartial due
process hearing for resolving this parent/provider disagreement.
In addition, as the parent of a child eligible under the Wyoming Part C Early
Intervention Program, you may determine whether you, your child, or other family
members will accept or refuse any early supports and service(s) under this
program. You may also refuse such a service after first accepting it without
jeopardizing other early.:s uppo,rts and servjc~s ,I,mder the Wyoming Part C Early
Intervention Program. ,~~ ~> ' { : " :• • •:~,"
.......
,..~,:
,
:~'"
."
- "",
Finally, you have th~Ji9ht40 written rrotiQe' ot," and writte!lh~onser:1Uo, the
exchange of any persori:aiiy .i~~ntifiab~e illfQrmatiQn collect~d, used" or
maintained under the Wy6'min€l P~rt C Early Interyentionp.rograrn. (See section
,",'
on Confidentiality of Informat!on).
"

"

..

".'1

Native Language: Where use~d with refereAce to' persons of limited English
proficiency, means the languag,e. or niode,of. ,comn,unication normally used by
the parent of an eligible child " ,:'" '.' "
. '"
,.

. -:.,

Personally Identifiable Information
Includes: 1) the name of your child, your name, or the name of
other family members; 2) the address of your child; 3) a personal
identifier, such as your child's or your social security number; or 4) a
list of personal characteristics or other information that would make
it possible to identify your child with reasonable certainty.
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PRIOR NOTICE
Written prier netice must be given to. yeu in a timely manner before the
Wyeming Part C Early Interventien Pregram prepeses er refuses to. initiate or
change the identificatien, evaluatien, er the provisien ef early supperts and
services fer yeur child and yeur family. The netice must be sufficiently detailed to.
inferm yeu abeut:

b~f~~

e('ref~i~d;"'

(1) The actien that is
pro'pesed
(2) The reasens fer t~king' the ~'ctien; , /'( " . \,
.' ,~' .,
(3) All procedural safeglJa ~9 s' that are 'avajlatlle uQder the Wy<?mt~g' Part C Early
Interventien Program; ,~f1d
'
":':'"
,:,_
~ ',~
. ','
(4) The Wyeming PartC{'E~fly . int~rventien Preg'ralT). ~drnpiaint"'precedures,
including a descriptierr(of ,how t0.file
cemplaint ~nd tn~ timelines under
these procedures. (Se~ R,~selutiOn :: of;:, IndivK!uaC'Chi!d ' Complaints and
Administrative Cemplaints» '
""
,'';'
_,

.~

,

'$ . _

.- f,

'

•

a

The netice must be:
(1) Written i~ languag.ef.l{ngi~st~~d.~bl~ to. the :ge~er~I, publiC and provided in
yeur native la,ng l;!age) 'uoless 'lt IS clearly Ret feasible to. de so..
(2) If ye'y'f, n~~ttY,e ~la nglJ~ag e6ri,bther triode";e~ I~6mm~nicatien
is net a written
"".
.'
lari~ru,age~ the'Wyeming Part C Early"lhteri(ention Pregram shall take steps to.
insure .ttl'at: " J:"
, ".
'\" "
-.;'
(a) The 'netice is translated erally er by' etl:l$r means to. you in yeur
native language er ether mede of cemrl1ljRic~tien ; ,
(b) Yeu understand the netice; and
,:'~ 't > '
.
(c), rh~re ' is wrjtten evidence that the requir.emerits dtthissectio.n
·;:,m et":-, ", ~:o"~>'~"'''X
I"
have been
, ,
:,,;'
(3) Ifyeu are deaf, blind : 6t. havg nb~w~itten language'i' the rp'6t1e' ef
cemmunicatien must be that- rieriTl~!,1Y'; l.I~ed by yeu(s~,~ h J~~~~ig.n language,
Braille, er eral cemmunicatien): ,,?r , ' " •
.

..I!

j

,

};,;;

•

•

••.•

'"

~

<..

.~ .

,~

"

,s,

EXAMINATION OF RECORDS" " , ' : ,
" "

~4. ~. ~"

\

'"

In accerdance with the Cenfidentiality eUQfor~~*m procedures eutlined in
this beeklet, yeu must be given the eppertunity
inspe'cf'and review recerds
related to. screening, evaluatiens and assessments, eligibility determinatiens,
develepment and implementatien ef IFSPs, individual cemplaints dealing with
your child, and any ether pertien invelving Wyeming Part E Early Interventien
Program recerds abeut yeur child and yeur family.

to
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CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION
The Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program gives you the opportunity
to inspect and review any early supports and services records relating to your
child that are collected, maintained, or used by the Wyoming Part C Early
Intervention Program. The Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program complies
with a request, without unnecessary delay, and before any meeting regarding an
IFSP or hearing related to identification, evaluation, or provision of appropriate
early supports and serVices, in no case, more)~an forty-five 45 calendar days
after the request has bee n, m~i'de.
.. :'~.1
:-; ~. .~
. ,.r:;y:; , ~' ".

tao .<' ,

The right to insp~~t' ~nd ~eview WY9rt1in9 P~rt C Early Ihtervention
Program recorci~iriciudes:
~~>,:c.· . "',
" ~.;' .,:~ ,." ,
f'~.

<

....

>~

r ..<;.M,

,

'I

.'::;~;)'

from

.:

,

~'

.;;

"',

.

:''''.,

~

•

(1 )

The right tQ;a .resPd~se
the' Wyomin~Fart C );arly
Interventior+J?rogram to reasonable reques:ts for explanations and
. interpretations_' ~f th~. eariY's·~ ~~o.rts ~'~~services record;

(2)

The right to request that the WyomingPa'rt- t Early Intervention
Program provid ~·,.s:6p'ie~ Qte.arJy ~ upports and services records
containing thl infOrmation.if"failure' to provide these copies would
effectiv~~y B~.~~nf you from exercising the right to inspect and
revi.evif 'lh~ '~arlysupp6rts~ariq services .records ; and

@)':,' ,':

:'~' ~~e:' ri~ht t~} ha~e- ~~~~i~t/Yv.h9 is r~pr~s~?lting you review and
, '\

r'

',~

~

...

"~

t.

V

-

-

.

)

.'" ins'p ect· the ,early
sU'pports ana . s~rvices
record,
.....
. -'.,
- .'

,

~«:

"
the Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program
may presume that you
,'.,-':
..
".;:e, ( .;.
have the authority to inspect and review early supports G!rid services records
relating tg y~LJ r. :E~}ld unless the Wyoming Part C Sar ly:ln!erven.tion ,Progr am has
been advised that you,do not have the authority u F}C;:l~r ,applicable:stat~' law or
court order governing su,c;h ,mCitters as guardianship" 'separation " and' divorce.
-~.
:-v ',: . ~... .:.. '
~.

-

.-

.;."

H-'

•

01 "".....

The Wyoming Part C Ea'rly J rite~~htion Progra'rh st.la"I,:keE1p a record of
parties obtaining access to early supports and-,services records collected,
maintained, or used under the Wyoming~p'arttEarly Intervention Program
(except access by parents and authorized ·eh,plby~e.~ of the participating
agency), including the name of the party, tile q.Cite :'acc~ss was given, and the
purpose for which the party is authorized to us~ Jhe'~aF.ly- supports and services
' ,' .k ~'"
record.
'
.'-., .
If any early supports and services record includes information on more
than one child, you have the right to inspect and review only the information
relating to your child, or to be informed of that specific information .
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The Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program shall provide you, upon
request, a list of the types and locations of early supports and services records
collected, maintained, or used by the agency.
The Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program may charge a fee for
copies of records that are made for parents under Part C if the fee does not
effectively prevent you from exercising your right to inspect and review those
early supports and services records. The Wyoming Part C Early Intervention
Program may not charge, a fee to search for or to retrieve information under the
Wyoming Part C EarlY. Ir'!t'ervention Progra~; ~:~, ~~._
: ..~. ~ ":,
,;:,~'\~~i~<~:' ',"
If you believe that:information irY'e~l:tY su'~p:orts and services records
collected, maintained, br;u~eddnder tbe,Wyoming Part C EatIY';lnterve!1tion
Program is inaccurateor.:mfsleading,
violates the privacy ,cir other rights of
your child or family, you may request tha1 th¢ 'Wyoming,8i:!rtC E.arly"
Intervention Program amend the information.
,~ -,

or

(1) The agency decides wheth~jJ~ a~e'nc( the info~~atlon in accordance with
the request, within a reason~ple period 'of.lim~after receiving the request.
(2) If the agency refuses to a.rn~~ d the InformatLqrr ,as you requested, you
will be informed of the ref~s?1 ,and be ~~vise9 of the right to a hearing.
~ ~f"~1{:..~" ,~~~''''<\''

::~~

(,,~,.-,~;

... ','

~"""1":

The Wyoming" Pait~ Early Intervention Program.. on request, provides an
opportunity:fo[ hearing', to' ct:lallenge information) n e"'ar ly supports and services
record$f,to. insi:Jre 'Ul at' it is ~not ina,ccu'rate / m,l$feaqling, Of,"otnerwise in violation of
the,.privacy or other.rig,~t~::of the~child.
' - ,'
"

a'

.

,(1'.,

'

,

;..'1".....

,.

..

~... '"

'

. _,

•

'

~

...

(1) If, as a result of the hearing, it is determined that the information is
inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violati6h Qfith~:' priv?cy or' other
rights·'of the child"the Wyoming Part C Early liitefVeMti.on Program will
amend the information accordingly and will infor"rrrYOl!J;in writing'.
,
(2) If, as a result of the hearing,: it is determined thaf tl1~ infO'rrhationis,not"
inaccurate, misleading, or otherWise, in violation of th~ priVacy ,prother rights
of the child, you will be informedofyour'rig,ht to place in the early supports
and services records of the child a'statement commenting on the information
and setting forth any reasons for disa'Qreelhg ' ~ ith the hearing decision.
" ~ 1"..,

~ .,.~ .¥, '

Any explanation placed in the early suppo~~~n:~ '~~.ryices records of the
child under this section must: (a) be maintained cb~/the'"Wyoming Part C Early
Intervention Program as part of the early supports and services records of the
child, as long as the early supports and services record or contested portion
(that part of the record with which you disagree) is maintained by such agency;
and (b) if the early supports and services records of the child or the contested
portion are disclosed by such agency to any party, the explanation must also be
disclosed to that party.
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A hearing held under this section must be conducted according to the
procedures under the Family Education Rights & Privacy Act (FERPA), which is
found in statute at 20 U.S. C. §1232g, and in regulations at 34 CFR Part 99.
Parental consent must be obtained before personally identifiable
information is (1) disclosed to anyone other than officials of participating
agencies collecting or using information under the Wyoming Part C Early
Intervention Program, subject to the next paragraph of this section; or (2) used
for any purpose other than meeting a requirement under the Wyoming Part C
.
Early Intervention pro~:r~~ .. '.i~::;
....~;:~.

.: . . ~

. .-. <,,:: . ""

~

' -:. '.

Information froni'.yourc~Jld's e~rlY supports arid services' rec0rd cannot be
released to participating 'a,genCies withduJ~y()Or c6ns~,nt unless the agency
participating in the Wyom(rigp.art C Early r~tervention Progr~rn' is authorized to
do so under FERPA.
..· '
. ') "
, . ."
r , ,:.' ' "
The following safeguards must be in' place to ens,ure .confidentiality of
records:
-;:·~
:.
" . ,"'~ .
•

•

Each Wyoming Part C E~rl~' ln~,ervefltjQn Pr~~m~m protects the
confidentiality of personally ,identifiable information at collection, storage,
disclosure, and de~!r.l!<?ti6~>cstag.es;
, ;.
.
An official of .each· Wyqm:ing Part ,,-C Early Intervention Program is
responsible Tor insuting the confidenti~lity of any : personally identifiable
.'.
'
.
"
", < " ' / , ' . •
irifo:rmati6n' .';"
*'

.

.

I

"..

.

"

V"

'

•

AI,! p.ersons collecting or using personally identifiable information receive
.. training 'o r instruCtion regarding the Wyoming~P-art CEarly Intervention
...·Program policies and procedures which comp!M·witb IDEA and FERPA;
1
•
Each Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Pr6gr arn maintains, for public
inspet:tion ;' a ·c.urrent listing of the names and,positihn.s 'ot thos~ employees
within the age~cy ,Whq nave access to personally. iqentifial)le information;
•
The Wyoming Part CEarly Intervention Program ' info~ms; parents wh~n
personally identifiable informatio.n colle.~ted, maintained"j'.,9 f,· Li.sed under the
ESS program is no longer neede'd t6 ptovide services to the child; and
•
The information is destroyed, at 'th'e req~estof
. . ". .. the parents. (Permanent
early supports and services records '~fJbec~ild~s name, address, phone
number, and dates of early supports ahd~ seryites shall be maintained.)
A.j~ :::. 'l. /~~" .:~ ~<.,
1) Destroyed/Destruction means physical destruction' or removal of personal
identifiers from information so that it is no longer personally identifiable;
2) Early supports and services Records means the records covered by
Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA); and
3) Participating agency means any agency or institution that collects, maintains, or uses personally identifiable information, or from which information is
obtained, under this part.
.~-

~

....

~J,

..

, , ......
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•
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RESOLUTION OF INDIVIDUAL CHILD
COMPLAINTS
Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program has procedures in
place to allow parties in disagreement to resolve disputes involving any
matter, including matters that arise before filing an individual child
complaint, related to the identification, evaluation, or provision of
appropriate early supports and services. When a parent has a
t~dividual child ,comr:,>laint, the Wyoming
disagreement or has flled,an
........
..,
Part C Early Interventiqr ; ~rogram provJ~~.s'e roceCfures to allow tre
parties involved in the :dis!l).ute to resolve ' the matter through mediation.
~,

'.. i"A'~···

:' : '.,

;J.:.

<......

"';~'" ~i

If you disagree with the ,Wyoming PartCEC)rly IntervE?r'ition Program on
the (1) identification, (2) ~val~ation , or (3:), p[ ovi,si9P of a.p.pr.qp ~i~te ~arly supports
and services for your child ,. or~rah'li1y, 'you have the rightto' a tirllelyadministrative
impartial due process
resolution of your concerns th rough mediation andlor
hearing.
-A'
."' ,
,>::- .. "t:' ..; .

,an

As a parent(s), you may Jilitiate an .ingjvidual ,qhild complaint by notifying
the Wyoming Part C Early InterVehtion Program, in writing, of the request for an
impartial due process hearin't;r6r:·you' may re~uest mediation to resolve your
concern. If you ch99s(tqliie' a:~compfaint, tHe c<?~plaihtmust include a
statemel1t ,i(:ientifyin'g.··.tne"specific point(p) ot disagreement related to the
identific'~iior{~evalifaHo n, tor prdvisi9n" of'ap'pr,6 p' riat~ e~rly sOpports and services
for you'!: child or fa'rnily. ,· you tnu'~t sign the cO('T'l plail'C FPf asSistance in
cqmpleting an indiVidual child complaint, you can cail. th~' VvYQming Department
of Health's Developmental Disabilities Division al .$'397-777-7115:
".'
,
~.

Mediation
'.

-

.

..

'..

""'.-

The Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program prO\iid~s, an opportunity for
parents and providers to resolve thei r.disagr~ements in a non-adversarial,
informal manner through mediation. TheA,Nyom'ing Part C Early Intervention
Program ensures that the parties to a disput~ have tile opportunity to resolve any
disagreement through mediation at any time;f'n9.,ludj ng:-disagreements that arise
prior to filing a complaint related to the identifica~i9n.:' ev~ luation, or the provision
of early supports and services.
'<', ,; .' '.' , .'
.~

)"'}

Mediation may not be used to deny or delay parents' right to an impartial
due process hearing under the Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program or
any other rights under Part C of IDEA. Mediation is voluntary and freely agreed
to by both parties. Any party in the disagreement may request mediation,
however, parents and providers are not required to use it.
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Mediation must be completed in a timely manner, within thirty (30)
calendar days of the receipt by the Wyoming Department of Health,
Developmental Disabilities Division of a request for mediation. Upon receipt by
the Wyoming Department of Health, Developmental Disabilities Division's Early
Intervention and Education Program of a request for mediation, the Wyoming
Early Intervention and Education Program Manager will contact all parties
relevant to the dispute to review the complaint, the mediation process and to
schedule a time and location for the mediation. Each mediation session must be
scheduled in a timely manner and must be held in a location that is convenient
to the parties to the dis~ate. A qualified and,impartial mediator who is trained in
effective mediation tecl:l:~,lCfues will mee.t;V{it.~: b'oth · ~arties to help them !!nd a
solution to the complairitin an informa.l,-;oQ.h;adversarial atmosphere,_ Please
notify the Wyoming Dep~rtm~nt"of Health, 'DeveloRmental Di~~bilitiesDivision's
Early Intervention and Edl,lcatio'n Progh~m- if you wish medi,ation' to resolve your
' \'
' ,
'/' ~' ::.:~:,,""
disagreement.
. r..,

.

.'

.

'

"
!~

The Wyoming Part C Early Inte'rverition-prograIl)Jn,aintains:~a.I!st of individuals
who are qualified mediators a~~ :kno.vvledgeat:ile~la'll~wsa~cf" regulations relating
to the provision of special educatlon ~'nd r~lated s,,~rvices, including early
intervention.
< ,,,:),,,:, ,, ..,. ,~'i:- " "J,'
4

;.-.

.~

I

''''
A mediation agreement,nilJst be,fe th~ : satisfaction of-all parties to the dispute
~

'

and must not conflict'wim stat~ 'or federaUaw or. policy: of,the Wyoming Part C
Early In,erventioFl :P'rOgn3fT). If resolutie'1 :is, .'r~ached
during',mediation, the parties
X- "'I
mus~ ·exetCitea written' agreement that willo~ l~g~lIy oinding and enforceable in
a st~te 'coul'fOf COri1pet~n~ jurisdiction or in ~".~. 'Djstrict, court. , The written
agreement sH:ltes that all discussions that occu'r'r~dduringtne" i:l'Iediation process
will remain confidential and may not be used as
in ~ny ~ubsequent due
process hearing or civil proceeding and is signed 'by b~tA{hErJ~aren:~ , and a
representative of the ag~ncy who has the authoritY. to IDlnd sueli ag~ncY. ' All
parties must be-g'iveA a}:;~py pf the written agreeri1~n~ ~~<the epq 0f.;:JJle . :,.,
mediation. Discussions ttlat oceur~during the mediatibri':p,rocess must be held
confidential and the parties to the mediation process maY-be required to sign a
confidentiality pledge prior to the ceg'innlng o qhe process'. ' ., '
,. _-•.• -:>.i

'.'

.

' .. '

.,.,

• {j;;;,I:

~.

"

~ "

:.;>".

,,)\

•• ' ,

a

eyigence

.

1.

~1: ...

~,y.--

.

,,(,;i •.

~.

'

' .

'.

_.',
\

The Wyoming Part C Early InterVenW
tion >~P:rogram is responsible for any
costs that are associated with the mediaHo/1;..pro'ce,ss. There is no cost to the
parent(s).
':" ~ :;~:"":.,,y.: .
You may simultaneously file a request t6[ r.helaTation and for an impartial
due process hearing described in the next section. If an agreement is reached in
mediation, the hearing is canceled.
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Impartial Due Process Hearing
An impartial due process hearing is a formal procedure to ensure the
timely resolution of an individual child complaint, and is conducted by an
impartial hearing officer. Families seeking an impartial due process hearing must
submit their request directly to the Wyoming Department of Health ,
Developmental Disabilities Division's Early Intervention and Education Program.
Your individual child complaint for due process hearing must include the
following :
."

.:~~v~, · .~ "

"-

-- .

.' :\:~I :{":'~'J. ::.".,

1. The child's n ~me, hoi:ne addr~ss. ariQ early supports ~nd seryices
program (provl~er)serving the;.,cb ild . . ,~"
;,~. '.- ~ ."'.
2. A statement i~~Ftifyi5~)he p~i.~J~ '!9f'di~agreement ?Eil~:ltedjo)he
identification, ~ya,ll!l ation" or provision of appropriate early supports
and services to\ i6.U9r YO'u r family.
<~, ". :.' . :<
,
3. A proposed resol citip.n (what you t~ink wiJl .'s olv~ 'the disagreement).
4. The signature of the p~rso~ submittih'g 't~e c.o'lJlplai.nt, and the date of
the complaint.
.'"
.. "
. ~ : ..::' {'

"',

",

~ ',..

: .'

For assistance in filing a corru~ laJh( please~call tfi& Wyoming Department of
Health, Developmental Disabilities Division;"'E.arly, Intervention and Education
Program Manager a~(3qlY7tl~€5972-; '~U pon fil!ng
il).dividual child complaint,
you will be offered' medi~tion to resolve the comJ!>laint. · You may refuse or accept
media.tJ9d,
nowever,
.' nieaiation will.nqt .~elay. due ·Pf.9CeSs
procedures.
,
..
'.

'an

,"

~'

.

,

.

/ ~.

,..

"

.

.

, .>~. H~~rlng .Offic~r will be 'assigned by tti~i ~or;ning. DepaJ:tment of Health,
Dey.ehpmental Disabilities Division's Early InteNEll)~iott and Equcation Program.
A Hearing Officer is an impartial person appointed ~t6 conduct the dU.e process
hearing. The hearing officer must:
' ·~f.; :C':' '.,< ,. ' : "
".

..."

.......:".

~

'iY'

.'

kn~~I~d9~ ~bo~ftre

I

c'~qtf~e

l., ...

a~d 'wyomi~g .

(1) Have
Rrovisions of Part
(0EA'
Part C Early Intervention Program qnd the needs':6t;" arid ;s.ervices available
for, eligible children and their f~'milies; 'a Q d
' , ~," ""'..
:
(2) Perform the following duties:
>',' :C. . . . :..
•
Listen to the presentation of rele'yanr,!!e~~ about the
complaint/disagreement;
<:\(1::', t-:.: ",
•
Examine all information related to th·e;Js.~o. ~~;! ,;~ .
• Seek to reach a timely resolution of the:'a
isagreement; and
'l;;-}
•
Provide a record of the proceedings, inclu'ding a'written decision.
-',,:J

Hearing Officers used in an impartial due process hearing and
mediators used in mediation process must be "impartial". Impartial refers to the
person appointed to serve as the hearing officer (or mediator) of the impartial
due process proceeding .
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A hearing cfficer ccnducting a hearing shall at a minimum: (1) Nct be an
emplcyee cf the State educaticnal agency cr the Iccal educaticnal agency
invclved in the educaticn cr care cf the child cr a perscn having a perscnal or
professicnal interest that ccnflicts with the perscn's cbjectivity in the hearing; (2)
pcssess kncwledge cf, and the ability to. understand, the prcvisicns cf this title,
Federal and State regulaticns pertaining to. this title, and legal interpretaticns of
this title by Federal and State ccurts; standard legal practice; pcssess the
kncwledge and ability to. ccnduct hearings in acccrdance with appropriate,
standard legal practice; qnd (3) pcssess the kncwledge and ability to. render and
write decisicns in accord~nce: with appr()p,r.i~!e, \~~t~ndard legal practice.
~. ~.,

•

'Ia

~

• (:

:'~.,

.. "i....

".

•

Under the Wycming, Part .C Early·~ In!~rventicn Program, -:y:Ou :are,given the
right.s listed belcw in any;impa.dial due,,~r~~ess hearing carr~e~~:'~ut ,under this
sectlcn .
~' ""
'r
1. To. be acccmpanied by an'ci'a,dvised;by a lawyer (at ycur expense)
and individuals ·with special kncwledge' crth:iini'ng' abcut early
suppcrts and serVices fcr ch'!ldren~ under the Wycming Part C
Early Interventio'n ,Pro.gram;
2. To. present evidenc~ a~d qohfror'lt, 9rcss' ~x:a'inine, and to. ccmpel
the attendance cLwitness;, .
""'.'
3. To. prchibit the;iAtrq!1fuctio.'ff dfany yvidence at the proceedings
that has n<?J:q~,t? n'disclosegl to you' at least five (5) calendar days
befcre'.th,e, prQceedin'g;.'
'
.,.':
,., 4:, [0 oDtain·\~ 'written cr,electro.nic verbatim (wcrd by wcrd)
'v

,

'/

'

: ,:"":"~. ,~, tr~,ijscriptjQrJ' cu~s~ ,proceea iil!;F,a.~~ " , '~-, .
5. ' To. cBtain .writte'n 'findings cffact:' ana( decisicn~.

" "

t:ny proceed!ngs fcr implementi~g the imR;~rtial ~~e ~ros~~s ~earing must
be carned cut at a time and place that IS reascnablyc0nv9n1ent to. ycu.
:t.~..

~

'L'

-

__

.....

,",

l'

~

).

No. late;' than thirty 30 calendar days after rJ2eipt, :by the vVyo.mir'l@
Department cf Health, Deve!o.pmental Disabilities Divi'S,\on's, Early Interventicn
and Educaticn Program cf ycur disagreement (ccmpla;nt), the impartial due
prccess hearing required under this section'must be ccmplefed ana a written
decisicn must be mailed to. each of thetp~rties:: Any party nct satisfied with the
findings and decisicn cf the impartial du~"pr9,C~$s .h~aring has the right to. bring
civil acticn in state cr federal ccurt. A decision\ r! li3dE?<at the impartial due
process hearing shall be final, except that any~pifrtY;,~ rYia,y bring a civil acticn in
state cr federal ccurt.
'.,')J,(. ;;;;, .:~
".
''. '-;''A decisicn made by the hearing officer at the due prccess hearing shall
be final, and:
1) shall be made available to. the public ccnsistent with the requirements of
IDEA relating to. the ccnfidentiality of data, infcrmaticn, and reccrds; and
2) sha'll be transmitted to. the Gcverncr's Early Interventicn Ccuncil.
"';',

During the time pericd pending cf any prcceeding invclving a
parent/provider disagreement (ccmplaint), unless the Wycming Part C Early
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Intervention Program and you otherwise agree, your child and family will continue
to receive the appropriate early supports and services currently being provided.
If the disagreement (complaint) involves an application for initial services, your
child and family must receive those services that are not in dispute.

Administrative Complaints
In addition to th~ Individual Child Complaints process (discussed in the
previous section) an il')~Nidualp r organi,~pti:9t'i ,JQ cl ~ding an individual or
organization from anoth.~ r state, may file' a\~,;ritteh s igned compl~int that any
public agency or private s~rvice · provide\r:participating in the Wyoming"Part C
Early Intervention Prog'ra!n.'is viol~ting; ~ C!uI'r emenrof the, P?r,J C, program.

r7

The complaint must include: .<~'/

. ':

~t~

.':.

.:.'

.~,: ,. .::~;":,:.,<

(1) A statement that a requirement of Part C ' ha~ l5een violated by the
Wyoming Part C Early Interv~ntioh Pi"ogram;.;and ..
(2) The facts on which the compl~i rllt.fs baset:t'~ ;,>'1,;";' ,.'~
.

~:t' 1; ~ ~:

.'.

.'

•

Complaints mus} be mailed to the Wyornih'§ Department of Health,
Developmental Di$~b:i1ities Divi~ion',s Early Intervention and Education Program

Manag,;~':~t. ~>'" ,'. . "" '
"~;'1' ~

y.

-

':"~" '~~" ''''~

f-c.;

,;'

";~:,~ ," ...

61'91 Yellowstone RQ?Q, '$ .uiJe 189 E
. Cheyenne, WY 82002

.

~.Jt <,,<~:.

'.

~

",

. '

The complaint must be filed with the Wyoming ,OeF>artm~nt of Health,
Developmental Disabilities Division 's Early Interveritio rt and Educ~tibn Program
within one (1rye~r of the c~d~eged violation.
..' ,
:c.

. ~:.

. .,,-

~

~

_:~l-<

'"
'l

-:::.-')'

i

.

~

.

.. ,'~ --." ":,

~-

Under certain circums,tances, 'the period for filirlg· th~ complainfmay be
longer:

;

\.

'I' :- '

,

(1) If the violation is still occurring for that;chil<li q,f;1,other children;
(2) If the person filing the complaint is re'(:! y,estin~rr~imbursement or
corrective action for a violation that occiJ rr~<:f, ~ithin:,three years of filing
·,.t-~;1;; ~~:.:
the complaint.
,,;~v.

,.......

r·· '"

"

"'~"

Once the Wyoming Department of Health, Developmental Disabilities
Division's Early Intervention and Education Program has received the complaint,
the Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program has sixty 60 calendar days
(unless program exceptional circumstances exist with respect to a particular
complaint) to investigate the complaint and issue a written decision that contains
the facts and conclusions that address each allegation in the complaint, and the
reasons for the final decision. The Wyoming Department of Health,
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Developmental Disabilities Division's Early Intervention and Education Program
will make a determination if an independent on-site investigation is necessary
and conducts such investigation. The Wyoming Department of Health,
Developmental Disabilities Division's Early Intervention and Education Program
will also review all relevant information and make an independent determination
as to whether the public agency is violating a requirement under Part C. The
individual or organization filing the complaint has the opportunity to submit
additional information, either orally or in writing, about the complaint. If the final
decision indicates that:~ppropriate services were/are not being provided, the
Wyoming DepartmenfQf~~~,lth, DeveloRrJ~~~~1 Disabilities Division's Early
Intervention and Educatioh.P.rogram must 'aGldress how to remediate the denial of
those services, including,: ~s appropriate;~th~ awari;llng of monetary ',-'
reimbursement' or other. 96t~ecti~~ acti9n~~:' lf ,needea, the Wyoming De'partment of
Health, Developmental D.i$,abilities, Division's Early Intervel)tlon' and Education
Program will ensure effectiv~' irnpl~mentati9non!Je-lead '~gefi'cy's final decision,
if needed, including (1) tecnnical as!?i~tance activities; (2) negotiations, and (3)
corrective actions to achieve c6'mpfiahce.' Wyoniing >DepartmeAt of Health,
Developmental Disabilities DiVision's
Early IntEmi~ntion and. Education Program
"\.,.
must also address appropriate fljture provisi0ns of seivices for all infants and
toddlers with disabilities and tl1.~n·:'families. F-or, more information about these
complaint procedures, contacrtli'e Early rtitervention and Education Program
Manager at (307) 77!~6972.,~ ",:' ,
" ,'
"
"

:.

.

:..
~.....

~

.

If.a. written:col1lplaint i~ received t~~tis~lso the~'l:Jbject of a due process
hearing', or contains multiple issue,s, 'of which .ol')e or mote are part of that
hearing~ the' State must s,.et aside any part of t~ ':complaint that is being
adClr~s'sed i'n the due process hearing until the C0j1cil:Jsion ofJh~ hearing.
However, any issue in the complaint that is not a;,p~rto(the due 'process action
must be resolved within the sixty 60-calendar-day'.timeline using the complaint
procedures, de-s,'c~ibed in this document.
~"
",

.ari'~dministrative com~lafht th~t 'hasheen:~reviOUSIY '

If an issue is raised in
decided in a due process hearing involving the same parti~s'-;",
(i)
The hearing decision is binding; ctiid '
(ii)
Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program must inform the
complainant to that effect.
:- ," '.. ': '~
',<.

•

.

,

A complaint alleging a public agencY's" Qdjii\(~te ' ~ervice provider's
failure to implement a due process decision must. benesolved by the Wyoming
Department of Health, Developmental Disabilities Division's Early Intervention
and Education Program.
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Surrogate Parents
The rights of children eligible under the Wyoming Part C Early
Intervention Program are protected even if:
(1) No parent can be identified;
(2) The Wyoming Part C Early Intervention Program, after reasonable efforts,
cannot discover the whereabouts of a parent; or
(3) The child is a ward of the state under the laws of Wyoming .
. :: .. >"

,,:';

,

<,':.t;:~~{

:\.

An individual is assi€) (led to act as'8 ':~urrdg~te" for the parent according
to the procedures thaffOiiQw. The proc~du (~sirl(:
:I~de a metho~ for"determining
r
whether a child needs a .'surrogate paret~ t/~(nd ~ssigriing a s~fr9g'ate, to the child.
The following criteria are:~rr.lplbyed
surroga~es: ,
..... '"
.when, .·§electing
.
"
,

";If

"

--

~.

/ ..

~:;:.,Vol

'-'.,

<

.>."::,,.,,~.

.... "'"

.J',<:.~.....,

:- ,.?~ ,.}.

":"~'-i.':,'

..

(1) Surrogate parents are s.ele,~ted in the r:nanne.r .alf{fior.ized py state law.
(2) A person selected as a s ~-hogate))are~t:~~~~',;;~-·~,,, :.:';.'
.
(a) Has no interest thaf eonflicts -hith 'l ne interest ef.,the child he or
" .,,' "
"
" c;, > , .
she represents;
(b) Has knowledge and ,skills thaFensure:'aaequate representation
of the child ;
'., ,~:', , " :-'.'"
.
(c) Is not an .~m~io.ye~,;9f ~ny st~te:'age('tcy. or a person or an
ernployee of a person providing early ~Upp0rtS and services. A
,".~ :pE(r.sq·n Wh,a 6ther.¥is~qualifi~~ Jp, ~e a surrQgate parent under
,,~
this sectio'n' is, not an .employe~ sOleIY~ beca,~$e 'he or she is
paip by',a pubiie agency to serve a~;c;('~ urrog'ate p~rent; and
"(d) Resides in the same general geograph"tc ar~a 'as the child,
whenever possible.
.;'1'; .' .. :,
"
'".... . .. "...'V.:,.;',,
)-• .:'

~ .

•

,.._~"

'."

'"

'I

•.• '-C'

~

A surrogate- p'arent may represent the child in all ~atte~s'relat!ng to:' .
~~.~.

~

.,..",_

•

~

••

:"

~,

"<c,

(1) The evaluation and as~es$riient of the Chil~:; ',~ ':~.' ,,'" :« ....... ' '
(2) Development and i mple~ent~t!ol\ of the chilcrs 'IFS:R~s ,including
annual evaluations and periQdic 'I':~'views;
(3) The ongoing provision of early supp6rts and services for the child;
". ..;j''"::,." ",,;
~
and
'.
(4) Any other rights established under'th~ 'Wyqnijng Part C Early
Intervention Program.
'-,;': '~;.~ ,~: >".. :,' .'.
,~
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GLOSSARY
Assessment: The ongoing procedures used by appropriate, qualified
personnel throughout the period of a child's eligibility under the Wyoming Part
C Early Intervention Program to identify:
(a) The child's unique strengths and needs and the services appropriate to
meet those needs; ,
(b) The resources, pr!wities, ~nd concern"~5. ~f~t~~j family, and the supports and ,
services necessary7to enhance the family's' capacity to meet the
developmental neeCfs' 0ftheir infa[lf fir toddler with a disabilitY;, and, ,
(c) The nature and exf~ht6f,~ar:ly supp-orts and services that ~~e needed by the
child and the child'sJamilyt9 'meet the, needs in (a) and (bfab'ove .
~

'.•' "

. .'

,0<'-

.,

.

-.

accesst~or' the ~elease" transJer,: or ~ther communication
of education records, or the :personallyidentifi;:l~le ,inferhiati6n 'contained in those
rtlldtir;:>'le means, including oral,
records, to any party. Disclosure may be
written, or electronic means. '
,
,
Disclosure: To permit

by

, .', t
~

Evaluation: The procedure~

·... 1

usEfd by appropriate, qualified personnel to

determine a child's initial and contlriuin.9' eligibility under the Wyoming Part C
Early Intervention Program ~ ·Thei prQcedu.res uS'ee:!. must ,be consistent with the
definition of. "inJanls'"and toddle~s With ais~bi!ities" in 34 CFR 303.16, including
determiofng' the,status the cn,ild in ea'c.I:i; of. th~ q~veI0pmen~al areas.
/'-.:: ?':t::~ ~

:

r

'::

~.'

'j.

,pi.~i'

,:,?,'"

':.<~~ , '

.,f . ,~;!k\ ':-

.:.' . .~ .~

Family Assf!!s§'IJ1,~!1.t: Identification of the family's, resou,rces, r:>riQrities, and

concerns, and the identification of the supports a;!;.lp servi{;es necessary to
enhance the family's capacity to meet the developmentat needs.Of th,e child.
v.

~~ :

t

,

Individuaiized7=il.r nily.Service Plan (lFSP): A "'{~itt~h' plan forpr;~iding early
supports and services fo( eligible children/ families ,that;,'~
"'. "
'
(a) Is developed jointly byth,e fclmiix a,nd appropriate, qualifi~d personnel
providing early supports ana services; ,
-.
(b) Is based on the muitidiscipiinary6JtY,aluation and assessment of the
child and the assessment of the str~ngttls:.ahd needs of the child's
family, as determined by the family and'as teguired in 34 CFR
...... '\.
.,'
303.322;
"""''''''-''''i)')
(c) Includes developmental
outcomes, strah~gfes
":ao«(activities; and
.
-.f.
.
(d) Includes services necessary to enhance the development of the child
and the capacity of the family to meet the special needs of the child.
or

.... ',

'"

Mediation: Mediation is a process that helps parents and the Wyoming
Department of Health, Developmental Disabilities Division's Early Intervention
and Education Program providers resolve disagreements in an informal, nonadversarial atmosphere. Mediation is voluntary and both parties must freely
agree to participate. It is quicker than going to a hearing or court. Both parties
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participate in putting an agreement together and must approve the agreement.
Mediation may not be used to deny or delay your right to an impartial hearing.

Multidisciplinary: The involvement of two or more disciplines or professionals
in the provision of integrated and coordinated services, including evaluation
and assessment activities in § 303.322 and development of the IFSP in §
303.342.
Natural Environments: Settings that are natural for children who are your
, child's age and who d6:'nqt hav,e a disab.ili~y.f~'::~'~,>' "
/;, .I'

4

• '--:.

.,>.' " "

.'

Parent: "Parent" meaJis, a nat~ral, adqpti~~ 'parent(s), .or foste.r,p,arent·,~f a child,
a guardian (but not the 'Staje ,if the chilq~is) w~'rd of the Stat~r~ person acting in
the place of a natural ora',Clo'ptive parent,~such' as a grandp'arent, stepparent or
other relative with whom t~~, chjldlives, or' a' p~rson ~ho i$ legally responsible for
the child's welfare, or an indb/:i~Lial assigned to b.e ,8- si:J~rrogate p'~H'ent, in
accordance § 303.406.
'
"
':"
,

'

' : , "!'i :,'

,"

"

State Lead Agency: Refers t2~ J~e, O~partment .of ,·Health, Developmental
Disabilities Division, as the appeiJited lead agency for Part C of IDEA in the
state of Wyoming "
"
. ..
,", },. t ' ;~~':.. > "

"'~ :--

" "

.' ,

' , ,

, '

,';

•

Local Leaq Agency:~ Ref~~s to the 14)~egi~nal Chile Development Centers
. ' "
' '~, ' ,
across the State. .
..•.

,

~} .:r

,

'i

,>

"

.' -

....

. e., of . ~~.

.

Ward of the State: ,The term 'ward of the State.J m~ans p. child who, as
determined by the State where the child resides, !) ~)~' fo'~ter chiJd~ is a ward of the
State, or is in the custody of a public child welfar~:~igeh9Y. EXG~piidn the term
does not include a foster child who has a foster pare'nt,who' meets m'e definition
,.''' . , '0 ,
of a parent " ~ ",

"\.

",

,

Note: All citations contained in this glossary arel : re(e·r~nces;·to 34 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) Part 303.
' ,',"~ ,~:,~,._ '
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CHAPTER V
INTRODUCTION
Important Findings in the Literature
Remarkable progress has been made in the development of comprehensive and
coordinated services to infants and children with disabilities and their families (Harbin et
ai., 2000). Thirty years ago, early intervention services and systems were virtually nonexistent. Today, every family in every community in the United States can make use of
early intervention services if their child is determined eligible to receive those services
(Harbin et ai., 2000). The most important public policy to affect early childhood
education is now entitled IDEIA (2004), Part C. This federal legislation is intended to
increase the number of children receiving services, to identify children in need of services
as early as possible, and to improve services for children and families by making those
services more comprehensive, coordinated and family-centered (lDEIA, 2004).
A review of the literature found that parental involvement in a child's
programming is the key to successful intervention for a child with disabilities (GavidaPayne & Stoneman, 1997). Involvement can be

soli~ited

in many different ways,

including th~ process and development of the IFSP, active participation in daily .
interventions, monitoring and observing their child's habits and routines, attending
advocacy support groups and reading and research about their child's disability (Bailey et
ai., 2004; Hanft & Pilkington, 2000; King et ai., 1999).
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The goal ofearly intervention is to help families understand their child in terms of
how they grow, learn, function independently and have pleasurable interactions with
others (Hanft & Pilkington, 2000). This goal can best be achieved through provision of
family-centered services, or a commitment to help families navigate the early
intervention system, identify resources, learn new information and adopt strategies to use
at home (Stredler Brown, 2005). In a system that is based on family-centered services
and enhancing family and child strengths, information becomes a powerful tool for
supporting children and helping parents to have an equal voice and better serve a child
(Stewart el aI. 2006).
Parents should be active participants in the services that they and their child
receiv,e. Interventionists have information that parents need in order to be active
participants. It is the responsibility of the professional to judge the amount and kind of .
information that the parent can absorb at one time, as well as put it into language that the
parent can understand (Stewart et aI., 2006). Parents value personal communication
through service providers that are approachable and when the information is tailored to fit
the family (Hinojosa et aI., 2002; Pain, 1999). Information in many different forms is a
vital component for parents in understanding the practical implications of the disability
and in facilitating adjustment to it (Pain, 1999). Written material is valued because it can
be re-read as necessary and can serve as a back-up to personal visits (Pain, 1999). A tool
such as a handbook of information for parents is important because it leads to improved
understanding of information, experiences and perception of care. The Birth to Three
Early Intervention Parent Handbook was developed to be an advocacy tool for families,
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so that they may have a reference to understand the process and product of the services
they receive.
Recommendations for Future Research
In order to examine the effectiveness of the parent handbook, an instrument was
constructed in alignment with the content of the handbook; this can be found the
Appendix. The goal of providing the handbook to parents and caregivers of children with
disabilities is to increase their knowledge and awareness of their child's disabilities,
services offered, therapeutic interventions and purposes, early intervention team roles,
and their own individual role. Thus, the constructed instrument will measure the
obtainment of knowledge regarding the areas covered in the parent handbook.
While evidence of reliability of the instrument has to take place after data
collection, validity evidence will be collected prior to administration. Occupational
therapists as well as other related therapists will be asked to examine the instrument in
regard to the content as it relates to the parent handbook and related processes.
Participating therapists will be from STRIDE Learning Center and from the local school
district. Information collected from these professionals will provide evidence of content
validity (Crocker & Algina, 1986; Linn & Gronlund, 2000; Popham, 2000; Ary, Jacobs,
Razavieh & Sorensen, 2006).
The administration of the instrument will be conducted utilizing a pre-testlposttest design which will enable the measurement of growth in knowledge (Agresti &
Finlay, 1986; Lomax, 2001). Participants will be offered the survey prior to obtaining the
parent handbook and will be informed that participation is voluntary, anonymous, and
only used for program improvement. Allowing anonymity of the respondents has been
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shown to increase the likelihood of participation (Becker & Bakal, 1970). Participants
will be given an agreed upon timeframe to read the document and will be given the
opportunity to ask questions after reading the handbook. Questions that arise from the
participants will be documented and analyzed for future improvements to the handbook.
At the end of the timeframe, participants will be administered the instrument again in
order to compare their response from the earlier administration.
Data collected from the instrument will be analyzed using a dependent samples ttest for each of the items as well as the aggregated sum of the items. A dependent
samples t-test allows for the examination of change in respondents scores from pre-test to
post-test and whether the change can be attributed to change or to actual growth in
knowledge (Agresti & Finlay, 1986; Lomax, 2001). All statistical tests of significance
will be conducted at an alpha level of .05. These results will help in providing evidence
of knowledge growth of participants as well as inform future improvements to the parent
handbook.
Piloting the Handbook
Currently, the Birth to Three Parent Handbook is being utilized at the Child
Development Center (CDC) in Albany County, Wyoming (CDC Region 11). It was
reported by their director, Morita Flynn, that minor revisions have been made to the
handbook to accommodate their specific facility and that the handbook appears to be
successful for their families participating in their program. Their center has not
conducted an effectiveness survey at this time, although indications were present they
would be willing to participate in such a study. The Birth to Three Early Intervention
Parent Handbook, as it appears in this Scholarly Project, will be piloted Summer 2007 at
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STRIDE Learning Center, Cheyenne Wyoming (CDC Region 12). STRIDE Learning
Center Part C Birth to Three Program currently serves 158 children identified as eligible
for early intervention.
Conclusion
. Children are the touchstone of a healthy and sustainable society. Nonetheless, not
all children are born healthy; not all children are born free of disabilities or other
biological and/or societal vulnerabilities. It is the mission of early childhood intervention
to help young children and their families thrive (Shankoff & Meisels, 2000). Parents,
being a child's first and best teacher, can be the greatest advocates for a child with a
disability when given the tools to do so.
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Birth to Three Parent Handbook Effectiveness Survey
The goal of providing a handbook to parents and caregivers of children with disabilities is
to increase your knowledge and awareness of your child's disabilities, services offered,
therapeutic interventions and purposes, early intervention team roles, and your own
individual role in early intervention.
Participation in this survey is voluntary, anonymous, and only used for program
improvement. Please circle the best answer choice. Your help is greatly appreciated.
1. What is an IFSP?
A. Individual Forms for Special Persons
B. Individualized Family Service Plan
C. Individualized Education Plan
D. Important Forms for Special Education
2. At an IFSP meeting, which happens?
A. Family rights are provided and explained
B. Your family and child's strengths and concerns are discussed and documented
C. Goals and strategies are developed with you to address your child's concerns
D. It is decided who will provide service for your child and how often
E. All of the above
3. What is a Family Service Coordinator?
A. Your single point of contact for special education services and facilitation of
development of the IFSP
B. The person who provides weekly services
C. A social worker for your family
D. An intake worker
4. Before my child turns three, services in Wyoming are:
A. Billed to my insurance
B. Required to have direct payment at time of service
C. Provided at no cost to families
D. Free, if! am income eligible
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5. My child receives services at STRIDE because:
A. I think my child needs to have special instruction
B. My child's doctor referred me
C. My child is eligible to receive services based on criteria set by the Wyoming
Department of Health
D. All of the above
6. When my child turns three years old:
A. He/She may be tested and transition to the 3-5 year old program
B. Services will continue as they are now
C. Nothing will happen
D. He/She will be enrolled in Head Start
E. All of the above
7. Who would I call if! had a question about my child's programming?
A. The State of Wyoming Division of Developmental Disabilities
B. The director of STRIDE
C. A therapist at STRIDE
D. My Family Service Coordinator
E. Any of the above
8. The Federal Law that guarantees special education for children age birth to three is:
A. The Education of the Handicap Act
B. Individuals With Disabilities Education Improvement Act
C. No Child Left Behind Act
D. Infant and Toddler Disabilities Act
9. Services for my child may include:
A. Occupational therapy and/or physical therapy
B. Speech language therapy
C. Special education
D. Transportation
E. Psychological services
F. Any of the above
10. Services for my infant/toddler will take place:
A. At STRIDE
B. At a therapy center
C. In my child's most natural environment
D. In my child's least restrictive environment

Thank you for your participation today! If you have any questions regarding this survey,
please contact the Director of STRIDE Learning Center, Tieman McIlwaine: 632-2991.
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